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Abstract A conceptual framework to predict microphysical and optical properties of contrail particles
within a wingspan behind the source aircraft is developed. Results from two decades of contrail
observations and numerical simulations are reviewed forming the basis of theoretical model development.
The model utilizes cloud theory applied to the dynamics and thermodynamics of jet aircraft exhaust
plumes in upper tropospheric conditions. Droplet nuclei include soot particles emitted from aircraft
engines and atmospheric particles entrained into the plume. These precursor particles activate into copious
homogeneously freezing water droplets as the plume relative humidity rises beyond liquid water saturation.
A unimodal size spectrum of ice particles develops wherein ice particles grow to micrometer mean sizes.
Contrail particle formation is analyzed over a wide range of soot emissions relating to conventional jet fuels
as well as to alternative aviation fuels producing much less soot and volatile particle emissions. For current
aviation fuels and propulsion technology, the number of contrail ice particles scales roughly in proportion
to the number of emitted soot particles that act as water condensation nuclei despite their poor
hygroscopicity. Close to the contrail formation threshold, only few plume particles can be water activated
and freeze. Implications for eﬀects of alternative fuels on contrails, an arena for future scientiﬁc exploration,
are outlined.
1. Introduction
Jet aircraft contrails occur primarily at high altitudes in the upper troposphere. They persist and spread in
ice-supersaturated air as man-made cirrus clouds capable of exerting a substantial global radiative forcing,
making contrail cirrus the largest aviation climate forcing agent [Burkhardt andKärcher, 2011], with a large but
poorly explored potential for reducing the aviation climate impact. Mitigating the climatic eﬀects of contrails
not only requires a robust understanding of how atmosphere and climate react in response to contrail cirrus
but also of how contrails form in the ﬁrst place.
A thermodynamicmodel is available predicting the physical formation conditions of jet exhaust contrails as a
function of atmospheric temperature, pressure, and humidity, aswell as characteristics of the fuel combustion
process and the contrail-producing aircraft engines [Schmidt, 1941; Appleman, 1953; Schumann, 1996]. It has
been employed in large-scale models to parameterize the occurrence of contrails [Ponater et al., 2002] and
the ice-supersaturated areas supporting persistent contrails [Burkhardt et al., 2008]. The temperatures for the
onset of contrail formation predicted by thermodynamics (henceforth threshold temperatures) have been
conﬁrmed by in situ measurements.
The thermodynamic approach rests on the empirical assumption that, while hot and moist exhaust plumes
mixwith colder and drier atmospheric air, contrails formonce the gasmixture surpasses water-saturated con-
ditions, supporting the formation and growth of water droplets. At the low temperatures where contrails
mostly form, supercooled water droplets freeze very rapidly, as the associated homogeneous ice nucleation
process is the dominant freezing mode. Contrails become visible as line-shaped clouds already at formation
directly behind the aircraft engines, despite their small geometrical thicknesses, suggesting that they con-
tain many ice particles [Kärcher et al., 1996]. Observations have shown that young contrails are composed of
a much higher number of smaller ice particles than natural cirrus clouds [Heymsﬁeld et al., 2010].
Equilibrium thermodynamics predicts whether contrails form or not but gives no clue about the underly-
ing formation mechanisms and the physical properties of the contrail particles, leaving, for instance, the
total ice particle number density andmean ice particle size undetermined. However, those variables must be
simulated with conﬁdence in models in order to predict the evolution and radiative response of contrails.
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Figure 1. Schematic of supercooled water and ice saturation vapor
pressures and average mixing line of a cooling jet aircraft exhaust
plume (a) without and (b) with contrail microphysics as a function of
plume temperature. The plume age increases as the plume
temperature decreases to its atmospheric value corresponding to ice
saturation (ﬁlled circle). The cross marks ﬁrst water-saturated
conditions in the plume. The open circle marks the point at which
contrail water droplets that have already formed start to deplete
signiﬁcantly water vapor above water saturation (activation-relaxation).
The star marks the point at which frozen droplets start to quench ice
supersaturation (freezing-relaxation). The separation between these
two points is exaggerated for clarity. The exact location and rate at
which relaxation occurs in each phase transition depend contrail
particle properties. Our theory tracks the evolution of plume relative
humidity and provides physically based estimates of contrail particle
properties at the point of their formation.
Sophisticated computer models have
been developed simulating the physi-
cal and chemical processes governing
contrail formation [Brown et al., 1997; Yu
and Turco, 1998; Kärcher, 1998a; Wong
and Miake-Lye, 2010]. Those parcel mod-
els include turbulent mixing as the key
dynamical factor responsible for the
generation of supersaturated conditions
conducive to ice formation within young
jet aircraft exhaust plumes.
Here we devise a theory describing the
nonequilibrium, microphysical pathway
to contrail formation, extending the ther-
modynamic approach. By considering
the dynamical evolution of jet plumes
and the microphysics of plume particles,
we obtain physically based relationships
predicting number and size of contrail
particles and other contrail properties
in the jet regime [Kärcher and Fabian,
1994] of aircraft wake development. The
observation-based theoretical framework
discussed here might prove to be useful
in guiding parameterization develop-
ment regarding ice formation in contrails
for application in global models, as well
as interpreting results from complex
numerical simulations and upcoming
ﬁeld measurements. By identifying the
few most important processes and treating them analytically, our approach is capable of replicating results
from more detailed numerical plume models, but at a much lower computational cost. Importantly, it pro-
vides deeper insights into underlying physical mechanisms, thereby increasing conﬁdence in the ability to
predict atmospheric eﬀects of contrails, in particular regarding the mitigation of the climate impact of con-
trail cirrus. Processes related to the dynamics of aircraft wake vortices [Miake-Lye et al., 1993; Lewellen and
Lewellen, 2001; Holzäpfel, 2003; Paugam et al., 2010; Unterstrasser and Sölch, 2010] taking place at later stages
corresponding to distances of many wingspans behind an airplane and potentially reducing the ice particle
number are not the subject of our study. Moreover, we omit eﬀects on ice formation of nanometer-sized
volatile particles produced in nascent aircraft plumes. The possible use of sulfur-free alternative aviation fuels
will reduce the ability of those particles to act as contrail nuclei expected to occur for strongly reduced soot
emissions and low atmospheric temperatures.
In Figure 1,we sketch supercooledwater and ice saturation (equilibrium) vapor pressures and a representative
mixing line of a cooling jet exhaust plume (a) without and (b) including contrail microphysics. As suggested
in Figure 1a, the plume air gradually dilutes and cools by isobaric mixing with surrounding air. Duringmixing,
supersaturation—a physical condition necessary to form and growwater-containing particles—occurs once
the mixing line ﬁrst crosses the saturation vapor pressure curves. The mixing line determines the bulk evolu-
tion of the partial pressure of water vapor, averaged over the whole plume cross section, in the absence of
condensation. Its slope depends on air pressure and aircraft- and fuel-related parameters. As time progresses,
themixing line approaches atmospheric conditions (dot) controlling contrail persistence. Figure 1b illustrates
theevolutionof thewater vaporpressure includingeﬀects of contrail particle formation (gray curve). The cross
signiﬁes conditions at which the plume ﬁrst becomes supersaturated with respect to the liquid water phase,
so that aerosol particles activate into water droplets which start to quench the supersaturation by condensa-
tion (“activation-relaxation,” circle). The star marks the transition region at which ice particles cause the water
vapor partial pressure to relax further toward ice saturation (“freezing-relaxation”). Activation-relaxation and
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freezing-relaxation are only a few degrees (a few tenths of a second) apart in terms of plume temperature
(plume age).
Much of what we know about young contrails derives from basic thermodynamic principles (section 2) and
from in situ or remote sensing observations and numerical simulations (section 3). To develop a comprehen-
sive understanding of contrail formation, cloud physical theory should be taken into consideration. Capturing
the main processes and interactions controlling contrail formation is a great challenge of our theory-based
approach (section 4). Besides arriving at a description that may prove to be useful to parameterize the phys-
ical processes responsible for contrail ice formation, we gain deeper insight into the microphysical pathway
to contrail formation (section 5). This is important in order to study eﬀects of changing emission parameters
on the microphysical and optical properties of contrails. Our work concludes with a summary of main results
and highlights implications regarding eﬀects of alternative aviation fuels on contrail properties (section 6).
2. Thermodynamics of Aircraft Exhaust Plumes
We summarize key features of the thermodynamic approach to predict contrail occurrence and study for the
ﬁrst time physical plume conditions controlling water phase transitions during jet contrail formation.
2.1. Crucial Constraints for Contrail Formation
Contrails form in nascent exhaust plumes of cruising aircraft by activating copious supercooledwater droplets
which freeze into ice particles. Since atmospheric relative humidities (RH) at cruising altitudes are too low to
support the persistence of liquid water droplets but frequently allows ice-phase particles to exist [Gettelman
et al., 2006; Lamquin et al., 2012], freezingmust take place in the moist exhaust plume very soon after droplet
formation in order to produce persistent contrails.
A requirement for contrail formation, postulated by Appleman [1953], implies that abundant plume aerosol
particles act as water condensation centers (“water-saturation constraint”). An approximate lower visibility
limit in terms of the nucleated ice particle number in contrails at formation (“visibility constraint”) has been
estimated to be 104 cm−3 at a plume age of 0.3s for a small-scale research aircraft [Kärcher et al., 1996]. In addi-
tion, lower limit estimates for the ice water content, 4 (10)mgm−3, have been reported for faint (persistent)
contrails [Appleman, 1953], but it is not clear for which contrail ages those values are representative because
the contrail ice water content increases with time after formation.
If thewater-saturation constraint was not necessary and supersaturationwith respect to ice suﬃcient, thresh-
old temperatures for the formation of visible contrails would be higher than observed [Kärcher et al., 1998,
Figure 3]. As a consequence, the vast majority of plume particles cannot be very eﬃcient heterogeneous ice
nuclei, i.e., particles that form ice well below water saturation. This said, in situ measurements do not rule out
that few contrail ice particles might form upon suitable ice nuclei as long as the plume is ice supersaturated
duringmixing (in which case themixing line in Figure 1a would be required to cross the ice saturation, but no
longer the water saturation curve); should such contrails exist, they need to be optically very thin.
In the thermodynamic approach, the threshold temperature, ΘG, is determined by tangential contact
between the average mixing line and the water saturation vapor pressure curve (Figure 2a, thick solid line).
Therefore, ΘG is the highest atmospheric temperature for contrails to form in a water-saturated atmosphere
(RH = 100%). Threshold temperatures for conditions with an atmospheric relative humidity RH < 100%,
denoted byΘ(RH), are lower. The lowest value ofΘ corresponds to a completely dry atmosphere. The actual
atmospheric temperature, Ta, and RH—marking the endpoint of the mixing line (Figure 1)—determine
whether the plume will be supersaturated with respect to liquid water at some point during its evolution.
Therefore, the thermodynamic criterion for contrail formation can be expressed as Ta ≤ Θ(RH). In the thermo-
dynamic theory, the factors aﬀecting the threshold temperature can be encapsulated in a single parameter,
the slope of the average mixing line [Schumann, 1996]:
G =
cpwP
0.622Q(1 − 𝜂)
, (1)
where cp is the isobaric speciﬁc heat of air,w is the mass emission index of water vapor, P is the air pres-
sure, and 𝜂 (overall propulsion eﬃciency) is the ratio of the work performed by the aircraft against the drag
(balanced by the thrust) and the energy ﬂow generated by combustion of jet fuel with a speciﬁc combustion
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Figure 2. (a) Supercooled water vapor saturation pressure (dashed curve) and average jet plume mixing line (slope
G = 1.64 PaK−1 at P = 250 hPa) at the formation threshold temperature for a water-saturated atmosphere (ΘG = 231.2 K,
thick solid line) and below the formation threshold for Ta = 220 K in an ice-saturated atmosphere (Θ = 224.6 K, thin solid
line) versus plume temperature. The two dotted lines mark shifts of the mixing lines when accounting for uncertainties
of humidity and temperature in airborne measurements. (b) Plume water saturation ratio (solid curves) evaluated along
the mixing lines. In the “below-threshold” case, imposed experimental uncertainties in temperature and humidity
measurements result in variations in the peak Smw values (dotted curves) of ±10 %. The plume becomes water saturated
(Smw = 1) for the ﬁrst time at T× = 239 K, and the peak saturation ratio is reached at T∧ = 227.4 K. The corresponding
results for the threshold case are ±7 % and T× = T∧ ≃ ΘG . Homogeneous freezing temperatures of contrail water
droplets range between 229 and 232K (gray region). All curves neglect water condensation on plume particles.
heat, Q. The overall eﬃciency depends on the state of operation of the aircraft via the speciﬁc fuel con-
sumption and aircraft speed. A typical value of G is 1.64PaK−1 withw = 1.23 kg(kg-fuel)−1 and Q = 43.2
MJ(kg-fuel)−1 for conventional jet fuel (kerosene) and for modern aircraft and jet engines in cruise conditions
(𝜂 = 0.3 and P = 250 hPa). Equation (1) with cp taken to be constant holds for plume temperatures < 320 K
(large plume dilution).
While ΘG is a function of G only, Θ(RH<100%) additionally depends on Ta for given RH. For a given mixing
line slope, the peak plume supersaturation increases with increasing RH and decreasing Ta (Figure 2). The
water saturation ratio is deﬁned as the ratio of the partial pressure of water vapor, pw , to the saturation vapor
pressure, ew(T), over a ﬂat surface taken at the same temperature: Sw = pw∕ew ; supersaturation over water
is deﬁned by sw = Sw − 1. (Saturation ratios are equivalently deﬁned as corresponding ratios of molecule
number concentrations.) Throughout this work, we use the relationships derived byMurphy and Koop [2005]
to calculate supercooled water and hexagonal ice saturation vapor pressures and associated latent heats of
vaporization. When expressed in percent, Sw is identical to relative humidity; in water-supersaturated condi-
tions, Sw > 1. In the aircraft plume without condensation, the water saturation ratio, Smw , evolves along the
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mixing line, pmw , according to
Smw =
pmw(T)
ew(T)
, pmw = pwa + G(T − Ta) , (2)
where pwa is the atmospheric water vapor partial pressure. In contrail-forming conditions, Sw ≤ Smw due to
possible uptake of water molecules on contrail particles.
Water vaporpartial pressures and temperaturesmeasured in theupper troposphereonboard research aircraft
are associated with experimental uncertainties of at least Δpw∕pw ± 10% and ΔT ± 0.5 K (C. Voigt, personal
communication, 2014), respectively, shifting the mixing lines in Figure 2a (dotted lines). This introduces a
considerable uncertainty in the estimation of Smw , as illustrated in Figure 2b. The maximum value, 1.07, in
the threshold case with imposed uncertainties (thick curves) is much larger than typical atmospheric values
of the water saturation ratio at which cloud condensation nuclei activate into water droplets in tropospheric
clouds [Twomey, 1977]. Peak Smw values exhibit larger shifts with decreasing atmospheric temperature. In the
case where Ta is about 5K colder than the threshold so that large plume water saturation ratios are reached
(below-threshold case, thin curves), thepeak values are suﬃciently high (1.35–1.55) enabling the activationof
small and hydrophobic aerosol particles that could not serve as cloud condensation nuclei in the atmosphere
without those large water saturation ratios seen in aircraft plumes.
Thewater saturation ratio in the plumewould follow Smw if water particles did not form or the uptake of water
vapor onto such particleswere slow. It is therefore instructive to examinemore closely the physical conditions
relevant to water condensation during plume mixing. In Figure 3, we depict peak water saturation ratios, S∧,
and the corresponding temperatures, T∧, where those peak values are reached, evaluated along an average
mixing line as a function of the atmospheric temperature, Ta. The latter is varied up to the contrail formation
threshold temperature,Θ(RH). Taken at P = 250hPa and ice saturation,Θ ≃ 224.3–224.7K varies slightlywith
Ta, since RH varies with changing Ta with absolute humidity ﬁxed to ice saturation. For typical conditions at
cruise underlying the results shown in Figure 3,ΘG = 231.2 K. Also shown are the temperatures, T×, at which
the plume ﬁrst becomes water saturated (before T∧ is reached), calculated from
Smw(T) = 1 |T=T× ; (3)
the peak values follow from solving dSmw∕dT = 0:
G = Smw(T)
dew
dT
|||T=T∧ , S∧ = Smw(T∧) . (4)
Using G = 1.64 PaK−1, T× decreases from about 244K toward ΘG as Ta → Θ. Since droplet condensational
growth canonly takeplace from T× onwardand T decreaseswithplumeage, thismeans that the timeavailable
for growth decreaseswith increasing Ta and is zero exactly at the formation threshold for RH =100% (Ta=ΘG).
At the same time, S∧ decreases from about 4 to 1; while the amount of water vapor potentially available for
droplet growth increases with decreasing Ta, this amount is zero atΘG.
Homogeneous freezing temperatures of supercooled water droplets in tropospheric clouds range between
235 and 239K. In contrails, due to short time intervals supporting freezing and small amounts of liquid water
available for freezing, those freezing temperatures happen to be lower as we will show in section 4.2.2.
Coincidentally, they are close toΘG in upper tropospheric conditions. Therefore, the kinetics of water droplet
formation and freezing becomes complicated in “near-threshold” contrails (gray region in Figure 3), where
the following set of conditions holds
Θ→ Ta , T∧ → T× → ΘG , S∧ → 1 . (5)
The temporal development of plume supersaturation aﬀects contrail particle formation. Turbulent mixing is
responsible for vapor dilution and cooling. Relative changes in pw and T are similar, because both are aﬀected
by the same mixing process, hence the constant slope G of the average mixing line.
Weevaluate the total rate of changeof Sw in the absenceof condensation. Thenet production rate of supersat-
uration (supersaturation forcing), w = dSw∕dt, contains a dilution term reducing pw that tends to decrease
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Figure 3. Peak water saturation ratios, S∧, and corresponding temperatures, T∧ , along a plume mixing line with slope
G = 1.64 PaK−1 versus atmospheric temperature, Ta, or the distance, (Ta − Θ), to the thresholds, Θ ≃ 224.3–224.7 K,
taken at ambient ice saturation and P = 250 hPa. The ΘG value at ambient water saturation is also shown together with
the temperatures, T×, at which the plume ﬁrst becomes saturated with respect to water. The circle marks the conditions
exactly at the water saturation threshold, Ta = ΘG . The region in which T× drops sharply toward ΘG deﬁnes a narrow
threshold formation zone (gray), where droplet activation and homogeneous freezing are strongly reduced. Curves
computed without condensation.
Sw , and a cooling term reducing T and hence the saturation vapor pressure over water, ew(T), that tends
to increase Sw :
w = dSmwdt =
(
G
ew
− Smw
Lw
kBT2
)
Ṫ , (6)
where kB is Boltzmann’s constant, Lw(T) is the latent heat of evaporation as embodied in the
Clausius-Clapeyron relationship for ew(T), and Ṫ = dT∕dt < 0 is the rate of cooling. The ﬁrst contribution rep-
resents the dilution term, and the second contribution represents the cooling term. The net forcing becomes
negative when dilution dominates over cooling, later in the jet regime when T falls below T∧ (equation (4)).
2.2. Contrail Formation Temperatures
Threshold temperatures, calculated assuming an atmospheric relative humidity corresponding to ice satura-
tion (ensuring contrail persistence) andwith the typical valueG = 1.64 PaK−1, lie below 225K and correspond
to altitudes above∼9.5kmaccording to the all-season,midlatitude standard atmosphere. Therefore, threshold
temperatures usually lie well below homogeneous freezing temperatures in contrails, hinting at the cru-
cial role of this freezing mode. Weather-induced disturbances, seasonal changes, and latitudinal variations
produce local temperature and moisture proﬁles that can deviate signiﬁcantly from the standard atmo-
sphere. Therefore, the occurrence of contrails and the cirrus clouds that evolve from them is subject to large
meteorological variability [Burkhardt and Kärcher, 2009].
If the air is supersaturatedwith respect to ice and cold enough to support the homogeneous freezing ofwater
droplets, then the contrail water droplets freeze and the resulting ice particles persist, allowing contrails to
develop into contrail cirrus [Schröder et al., 2000; Iwabuchi et al., 2012]. Contrails forming only at warmer tem-
peratures persist in the liquid phase at an atmospheric relative humidity of 100%, unless the plume particles
act as eﬃcient heterogeneous ice nuclei (section 2.1). In water-saturated air, liquid phase contrails are stable,
but natural water clouds would very likely be present. Heterogeneous ice nucleation is indispensable for the
further development and possible glaciation of those clouds that might form at lower tropospheric altitudes
[Heymsﬁeld et al., 2011].
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Contrail water droplets forming at low altitudes evaporate below 100% atmospheric relative humidity. Only
if the droplets turn into ice very quickly during the contrail formation process (before the droplets evaporate)
can the resulting ice contrails persist over a wide range of RH values down to ice saturation, similar to cold
(high-altitude) contrails. This could only happen if emitted soot particles, immersed in supercooled contrail
water droplets, are eﬃcient heterogeneous ice nuclei, which as we have argued in section 2.1 can hardly be
reconciled with observational evidence.
3. Role of Plume Particles in Contrail Formation
Major plume particle types comprise emitted soot particles and liquid aerosol particles formed within the
plume from emitted precursor gases or entrained into the plume from the environmental air. The entrained
aerosol may contain insoluble (refractory or nonvolatile) particles that in turn may contain a small subset
of eﬃcient heterogeneous ice nuclei, but their number is much smaller than that of the fully liquid (soluble
or volatile) particles. In atmospheric measurements, nonvolatile particles are those that leave a residue after
being heated to about 500K, while volatile particles completely evaporate at such high temperatures. As a
third type of plume particles, ultraﬁne (nanometer-sized) volatile particles nucleate from the gas phase in the
plume before water saturation is reached [Kärcher, 1998a, Figure 2]. Their properties depend on concentra-
tions of condensable sulfur species [Kärcher et al., 1998], particulate organic matter, and chemi-ions (charged
molecular clusters) [Yu and Turco, 1997; Yu et al., 1999] produced from jet fuel combustion.
In an early study, exhaust soot particles have been implicated to play a crucial role in contrail ice formation
in threshold conditions [Kärcher et al., 1995]. More recently, distinct regimes have been identiﬁed in which
aircraft soot emissions play various roles in the formation of jet contrails [Kärcher and Yu, 2009; Wong et al.,
2013]. In the soot-rich regime, characterized by soot particle number emission indices, EIs, in excess of≈ 1014
(kg-fuel)−1, the number of contrail ice particles (thenmainly forming on soot particles) increases with increas-
ing EIs; in this regime, the dependence of contrail properties on the fuel sulfur content is weak. In a transition
regime, within the range of 1013 –1014 (kg-fuel)−1, the inﬂuence of entrained atmospheric aerosol particles
on ice formation becomes signiﬁcant. In the soot-poor regime below EIs ≈ 1013 (kg-fuel)−1, ultraﬁne plume
particles canbewater activatedat suﬃciently lowatmospheric temperatures (leading tohighplume supersat-
urations) and then control the number of contrail ice particles. In the latter regime, the relative contributions
to ice formation of the diﬀerent plume particle types depend, besides on plume and ambient temperatures,
on the concentrations of emitted condensable sulfur and organic vapors, and chemi-ions.
3.1. Black Carbon (Soot) Particle Emissions
Chemically impure, refractory particles produced by incomplete combustion of carbonaceous phases are
generally referred to as soot [Bockhorn, 1994]. Soot particles are composed of pure (elemental) carbon
and variable fractions of organic carbon. The rapid formation of solid carbonaceous particles from gaseous
hydrocarbons in a combustion chamber is a complex physicochemical process.
After pyrolysis, polycyclic aromatic compounds form in oxygen-poor (fuel-rich) conditions at high tempera-
tures. The aromatic compounds merge to form elementary spherules (diameters 5–10nm) growing further
into fractal clusters (geometric mean diameters 15–50nm) by coagulation and condensation processes. At
the same time, surface oxidation reduces the mass and number of fresh soot particles. Aircraft-produced pri-
mary soot particles are typically smaller than those fromother sources and contain sulfate (if the fuel contains
sulfur), besides elemental and organic carbon [Twohy andGandrud, 1998; Petzold and Schröder, 1998; Yu et al.,
1999]. Aircraft soot concentrations seem to show no signiﬁcant dependence on the sulfur content in conven-
tional jet fuel [Petzold et al., 1997], indicating that sulfur species may be associated with fresh soot particles
but do not aﬀect their initial number and size.
Nucleation of ice particles in contrails depends on the number and size of the precursor particles that can
be activated into water droplets. Therefore, knowledge of mass emission indices is insuﬃcient to predict
contrail microphysical properties. While aircraft soot emissions are relatively well characterized in terms of
total mass, data on the number and size of exhaust soot particles in cruising conditions are sparse. Extensive
ground-based measurements show marked dependencies of soot emissions on fuel type and engine power
setting [Beyersdorf et al., 2014]. In situ measurements combined with an emission inventory model suggest a
ﬂeet average sootmass emission indexs ≃ 40mg(kg-fuel)−1 [Petzold et al., 1999a].Within the current range
of soot number emissions indices at cruise, they are muchmore abundant by number (at least tenfold) in the
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jet plume during contrail particle formation than entrained atmospheric aerosol particles, but signiﬁcantly
less abundant (100-fold or more) than ultraﬁne volatile plume particles.
Number EIs for aircraft soot particles can be inferred frommass EIs using ﬁxedmass-size relationships such as
EIs =
3s
4𝜋𝜚sr3s
e−(9∕2) ln
2 𝜎s , (7)
with mass density 𝜚s, median radius rs, and geometric standard deviation, 𝜎s. Equation (7) arises from the
assumption of a unimodal lognormal number size distribution of spherical particles. Although aircraft mea-
surements hint at bimodal soot particle size distributions, comprising a small (primary) mode and a larger
(coagulated) mode, this assumption is reasonable (though approximate), since the total number emissions
andmean sizes are dominated by the small size mode. Themobility particle size actually measured is close to
the size of a volume-equivalent sphere if the particles are suﬃciently small (mobility diameters<80–100nm).
The mass density, 𝜚s, of aviation soot particles is 1.55gcm
−3 decreasing with size due to increased porosity;
rs ranges between 20 and 30nm depending on combustor inlet temperature and pressure, and 𝜎s = 1.6–1.7
depending only weakly on the soot mass ﬂow rate [Döpelheuer, 2002]. Soot emissions are sensitive to the
engine thrust [Anderson et al., 2011] and depend on the meteorological situation, which is important for the
interpretation of soot emission indices taken in-ﬂight. Predicting EIs from equation (7) requires accurate rs
values. Variations in rs ands alone cause in-ﬂight soot number emission indices to lie between 1014 and
1015 (kg-fuel)−1. However, experimental data sets suitable for constrainingmass-size relationships for cruising
conditions are very limited.
Soot particles from numerous sources, including jet aircraft engine combustors, do not appear to be eﬃ-
cient heterogeneous ice nuclei at upper tropospheric temperatures [Kärcher et al., 2007; Bondet al., 2013]. This
means that in order to turn exhaust soot particles into ice, they need to be activated into water droplets that
subsequently freeze homogeneously, consistent with the observed wettability of aircraft soot (section 3.2).
Direct observational evidence for exhaust soot particles being involved in contrail ice formationwas reported
by Petzold et al. [1998] and Schröder et al. [1998], who studied the chemical composition of contrail ice particle
residues and observed the in situ evolution of sublimating ice particles in a short-lived contrail, respectively.
From the latter study, it was inferred that a signiﬁcant fraction of the emitted soot particles must have been
involved in formation of contrail ice particles.
3.2. Role of Fuel Sulfur in Contrail Formation
Aviation kerosene contains sulfur (S). The fuel sulfur content (FSC) varies widely depending on the origin of
crude oils, and the way jet fuel is produced. Average values of FSC amount to several hundreds of milligram S
per kilogram of fuel.
Aircraft soot particles are (partially) coated with sulfate and organic compounds already at emission, because
these species are produced by rapid chemical reactions during fuel combustion or in the nascent exhaust
plume. The coating increases with time after emission by condensation of water and sulfuric acid (H2SO4)
molecules and by scavenging of ultraﬁne volatile plume particles [Kärcher, 1998b]. Aircraft observations
show that changing sulfur emissions only slightly aﬀect contrail properties and only when present in large
quantities much in excess of average FSCs.
Enhancing FSC above average values has an eﬀect both on liquid plume particles and on soot particle
coatings: the masses of liquid particles and coatings increase due to higher concentrations of hygroscopic
sulfuric acid, facilitating water condensation on both particle types and potentially increasing the number of
contrail ice particles. Using sulfur-rich kerosene (FSC = 5500ppmM), contrail colorwas observed tobe slightly
altered [Gierens and Schumann, 1996] relative to a measurement using fuel with an average sulfur content
(170ppmM).
Decreasing FSC was found to have no signiﬁcant impact on contrail properties. Even a dramatic (100-fold)
reduction in FSC (from 250ppmM to only 2ppmM) did not visually aﬀect contrails near the formation thresh-
old [Busenand Schumann, 1995]. Thismeans that once a visible contrail forms, a signiﬁcant fraction of exhaust
soot particles must be water activated, even when using almost desulfurized jet fuel. This can be under-
stood by the fact that even hydrophobic graphite can already be partially wetted by adsorption of water
molecules slightly belowwater saturation [Kärcher et al., 1996]. Laboratory-scalemeasurements show that the
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hygroscopicity of aircraft soot particles increases with the sulfur content in the fuel [Popovicheva et al., 2004;
Petzoldetal., 2005;Koehler etal., 2009]. Aircraft sootmay therefore be regarded as insoluble but easilywettable
particles with—depending on fuel composition—trace amounts of soluble organic or inorganic matter. In
section 3.4 we show how the presence of soluble matter on the surfaces of aviation soot particles increases
their hygroscopicity.
3.3. Soluble Plume Particles
Most upper tropospheric particles are composed of supercooled liquid solutions containing water-soluble
matter (sulfate and organics, and also nitrate and possibly ammonium) [Murphy et al., 1998]. Physical prop-
erties and chemical composition of tropospheric aerosols are highly variable. When entrained into the jet
plume, those particles contribute to the contrail ice mass but are too few by number to explain contrail visi-
bility [Kärcher et al., 1996]. Numerical simulations indicate that only when aircraft soot particle emissionswere
considerably (10–100-fold) reduced, most contrail ice particles form on atmospheric particles entrained into
the exhaust plume [Jensen et al., 1998; Kärcher and Yu, 2009; Rojo et al., 2015]. Depending on season and loca-
tion in the upper troposphere, observations point at dry particle sizes (excluding the water fraction) of some
10nmand total number concentrations rangingbetween100 and2500cm−3 [Schröder etal., 2002], depending
on the presence of a small particle mode.
Volatile plumeparticles form in the exhaust bygas-to-particle conversionwell before theplume reacheswater
saturation.Microphysical simulations suggest thatwater activationof those very small solubleparticles occurs
only at atmospheric temperatures signiﬁcantly below the threshold temperature and corresponding high
plume water supersaturation and only when soot emissions are strongly (at least tenfold) reduced [Kärcher
and Yu, 2009].
Ultraﬁne plume particles, which contain dissolved H2SO4 and organic matter, require much higher supersat-
uration over water than larger soot particles in order to activate into water droplets due to their extremely
small sizes (mean radii 1–5nm [Brock et al., 2000] depending on FSC). In addition, soot particles (and in their
absence, entrained atmospheric particles), which activate already at lower supersaturation (i.e., at a younger
plume age), act as a condensation sink for water vapor. Therefore, close to the formation threshold, water
vapor does not reach concentrations atwhich uptake onultraﬁne volatile plumeparticles becomes signiﬁcant
[Kärcher et al., 1995].
Chemical reactions during fuel combustion generate electrically charged, molecular-sized clusters
(chemi-ions) [Yu and Turco, 1997]. A prominent reaction is CH + O → CHO+ + e−, initiating the production
of positively charged organic and negatively charged inorganic molecules. The total number of chemi-ions
is controlled by ion-ion recombination reactions and subsequent rapid clustering of H2O, H2SO4, and con-
densable organic molecules (unburned hydrocarbons) in the cooling plume, leading to a number emission
index (1–4)×1017 (kg-fuel)−1 of ultraﬁne volatile particles in cruise conditions, insensitive to wide variations
in FSC. Their total number at ground is much (about tenfold) smaller due mainly to faster recombination
rates. The clustering leads to nucleation mode particles that stabilize, owing to the very low saturation vapor
pressures of their constituent molecules. While neutralizing their charges, the molecular clusters quickly
grow to nanometer-sized volatile plume particles mainly by scavenging smaller, molecular clusters form-
ing from binary nucleation of electrically neutral H2SO4 and H2O molecules that were not involved in the
ion-mediated nucleation process. The mass growth of ultraﬁne plume particles can be limited by reducing
FSC. By the time the jet plume reaches water saturation, scavenging by emitted soot particles has not yet
signiﬁcantly reduced the total number andmean radii of the ultraﬁne volatile plume particles, depending on
the plume mixing timescale and on FSC.
Primecandidatesofparticulateorganicmatter (POM) in thoseaqueousaerosols are aldehydes (CnH2n+1−CHO)
[Yu et al., 1999]; furthermore, alkenes (CnH2n) and alkanes (CnH2n+2) formed by fuel combustion are soluble
in aqueous H2SO4 solutions and might therefore be present in the ultraﬁne volatile plume particles, as well
as in the soot particle coatings. The detailed chemical speciation of POM is not well known, but the total
mass emission index of POM has been estimated to be(POM) = 20 mg(kg-fuel)−1 [Kärcher et al., 2000].
Emission indices of sulfuric acid amount to 30mg H2SO4 (kg-fuel)
−1, when using fuel with an average FSC of
0.3g S(kg-fuel)−1 and a mass conversion fraction 10% of fuel S to H2SO4 at emission. The values for(POM)
and S conversion fraction represent average values consistent acrossmany observation cases andmay exhibit
signiﬁcant case-to-case variability.
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Figure 4. Dry radii of fully soluble aerosol particles that can be activated into water droplets versus plume temperature.
The plume water saturation ratio evolves along the mixing line without condensation. Radii are calculated for four
atmospheric temperatures, Ta , and G = 1.64 PaK−1, P = 250 hPa, and ice saturation. The four curves are classiﬁed into
below-threshold cases (solid curves) and near-threshold cases (dashed curves). All curves have been evaluated
assuming rather hygroscopic aerosol. The gray region marks homogeneous freezing temperatures in contrails.
Temperatures, T∧, at which the plume water saturation ratios take their maxima are indicated for the below-threshold
cases. For those cases, the temperatures where the plume ﬁrst becomes water saturated are T× = 238.8 K (Ta = 220 K)
and T× = 244.3 K (Ta = 210 K).
Although current ﬁeld data suggest that POM constitutes the main particulate mass in ultraﬁne volatile
plume particles only in kerosene with low sulfur content, more research is needed to determine the mass
and chemical speciation of POM in ultraﬁne plume aerosols, including dependencies on ﬂight conditions and
fuel composition.
3.4. Solubility Model
The higher the plume supersaturation over water, the easier it is to overcome the Kelvin barrier to condensa-
tion and, hence, to activate aerosol particles into nearly pure water droplets. To quantify water activation of
soluble plume particles, we employ an analytical parameterization based on Köhler theory, which connects
thedry aerosol particle radii, ract, directlywith thewater saturation ratio, Sw , atwhich theparticles are activated
in a supersaturated environment [Petters and Kreidenweis, 2007]:
ln(Sw) =
√
(rK∕ract)3
54 k
, (8)
where rK ≃ 1 nm is the Kelvin radius held constant in this parameterization. Dry particle cores with radii near
rK require very high supersaturation to activate. The solubility parameter, k, in equation (8) depends on the
chemical nature of the solutes, assuming values ≥ 0.6 for very hygroscopic matter comprising sulfuric acid,
ammonium sulfate, and ammonium nitrate; k values for aerosol with a composition dominated by organic
compounds are lower [Kreidenweis et al., 2009].
We regard this approximate solubility model as a convenient tool to predict the onset of water activation of
the various particle types present in jet aircraft exhaust plumes. The use of dry particle radii eliminates the
need to solve the Köhler equation which is formulated in terms of total (wet) particle radii. Equation (8) may
also be applied to soluble particles containing refractory cores; k = 0 for insoluble but wettable particles,
although the dependence ln(Sw) ∝ r−3∕2 changes toward ln(Sw) ∝ r−1 as k falls below 0.001. In the case
of a mixed particle, an eﬀective k value is deﬁned as the volume-weighted average of k values for the indi-
vidual components. For coated soot particles with soluble volume fractions on the order of 1% (k value of
0.5), an eﬀective k value for the mixed particle would roughly be 0.5 ⋅ 0.01 + 0 ⋅ 0.99 = 0.005. Soluble vol-
ume fractions 0.8–1.2% are in line with laboratory-based water activation studies of combustion particles
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[Petzold et al., 2005] and vary depending on the sulfur content in the jet fuel. Throughout this work, we use
k values 0.5 and 0.005 for fully soluble atmospheric aerosol and coated aircraft soot particles, respectively.
Figure 4 shows the threshold dry radii, ract, of fully soluble aerosol particles, evaluated at Smw(T)—the plume
water saturation ratio without condensation—using equations (2) and (8). They must be exceeded for par-
ticles to be activated into water droplets and therefore made available as homogeneous freezing nuclei in
contrails. Since Smw represents the maximum possible saturation ratio, those dry radii are lower limit values.
We select two below-threshold cases, with Θ ≈ 224.5 K> Ta = 210 K and 220K (solid curves), for which the
evolution of Smw is shown in Figure 3. Starting at T = T×, ract values decrease steeply with increasing Smw and
reach their minimum values at T∧ where the forcing w (equation (6)) changes its sign. At T < T∧, ract values
increase, as Smw decreases and crosses the saturation point once more (Figure 3b). However, before this can
happen, the water droplets freeze homogeneously, i.e., within the gray region (section 4.2.2). This means that
the entire region to the left of the freezing zone cannot be populated by supercooled water droplets. Within
the freezing zone, all particles cores with dry radii rc ≫ rK can be activated in contrail-forming conditions.
The situation is diﬀerent near the formation threshold (Θ− Ta < 1 K). As illustrated with two cases represent-
ing near-threshold conditions (Figure 4, dashed curves), activation radii increase rapidly to values> 5–20nm,
depending very sensitively on (Θ − Ta). The peak water saturation ratios are 1.07 [(Θ − Ta) = 1 K] and 1.008
[(Θ − Ta) = 0.1 K]. The corresponding S∧ values for the below-threshold cases are 1.45 [Ta = 220 K or
(Θ−Ta) = 4.6 K] and 4.04 [Ta = 210 K or (Θ−Ta) = 14.3 K]. This means that only a fraction of the atmospheric
particles (and almost none of the ultraﬁne volatile plume particles, see next section) can be activated into
water droplets very close to the contrail formation threshold. Near the formation threshold, only a very small
amount of water is available for condensation, and we therefore expect increasingly fewer droplets to acti-
vate as Ta → Θ. As aircraft soot particles are much less hygroscopic than fully soluble atmospheric particles,
their activation radii are substantially smaller; i.e., they activate only at higher supersaturation.
3.5. Summary
For current aviation jet fuel and propulsion technology, aircraft-emitted soot particles trigger ice formation in
contrails.Weexpect awide rangeof soot number emission indicesduring contrail formation, andby inference,
variations in initial contrail properties. In usual contrail formation conditions, supersaturation in the plume is
high enough to activate most soot particles into small supercooled water droplets despite their poor hygro-
scopicity. Close to the formation temperature, plume supersaturation diminishes and much fewer particles
activate. After being activated, soot cores act as passive inclusions so that freezing occurs by homogeneous
nucleation of ice. Solutemass fractions in contrail water droplets are small and do not signiﬁcantly aﬀect their
freezing behavior. Heterogeneous ice nucleation activity of exhaust soot particles is not required to explain
contrail occurrence as observed in the upper troposphere. In addition to illustrating the strong control of con-
trail ice formation by soot emissions, the present study unravels the dependence of initial contrail properties
on environmental conditions, ﬁrst and foremost on ambient temperature. The theory we develop in section 4
is based on the observational evidence and ﬁndings as reviewed in this and the preceding section.
If soot emissions from aircraft jet engines were signiﬁcantly reduced by the use of alternative aviation fuels or
advances in engine and propulsion technology, then atmospheric or ultraﬁne volatile plume particles would
trigger ice formation depending on the amount of condensable vapors (mainly H2SO4) and atmospheric tem-
perature. The resulting contrails have diﬀerent microphysical and optical properties. We conﬁne our theory
to study contrail ice particle formation on water-activated soot and entrained atmospheric aerosol particles
in order to cover contrail formation from conventional and desulfurized alternative aviation fuels, as well as
from fuels with strongly reduced soot emissions and volatile particle formation (see discussion in section 6.2).
4. Model Development
Contrail formationprocesses involve turbulencegenerated as the exhaust ﬂow interactswith the atmospheric
environment bymixing.Weﬁrst outline the jet plumedynamics (section 4.1) and thendevelop themicrophys-
ical framework (section 4.2). We combine dynamical forcing with the physics of particle formation, growth,
and freezing to obtain simple expressions for the total number density and mean radius of contrail water
droplets and ice particles nucleating from them by homogeneous freezing. The open circle and the star mark
conditions at activation-relaxation and freezing-relaxation, respectively, and the cross marks water-saturated
conditions at an earlier plume age (Figure 1b). For ease of notation, subscripts a, m, g, and 0 are introduced
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Figure 5. Decay of a free turbulent jet by mixing at constant pressure. The jet exit plane is located at an axial distance
x = 0, corresponding to the plume age t = 0. The jet erodes by entrainment of surrounding air in the primary mixing
region (gray). Initial jet radius r0, initial ﬂow speed u0, and erosion distance xm, deﬁning a characteristic mixing
timescale, typically several milliseconds, are indicated. Ongoing mixing across streamlines tends to equalize ﬂow
variables over the full width of the plume at distances exceeding xm, causing the plume cross section to increase further.
Contrails become visible at a much larger distance x⋆ ≫ xm after suﬃcient cooling, corresponding to a plume age of a
few tenths of a second, or less than a wingspan of distance behind the aircraft, although some ice particles may form
already in the primary mixing region close to the engine. The jet regime of aircraft wake development lasts a few
seconds; then single jets from diﬀerent aircraft engines merge and are captured in trailing wingtip vortices. The ﬂow of
actual aircraft jet engines behind the nozzle exit is surrounded by a sheath of bypass air, and the moving air plane
creates a coaxial ﬂow surrounding the jet. Both eﬀects are not shown.
to denote ambient conditions (in the atmosphere outside of the plume), mixing, particle growth, and condi-
tions within the plume at the jet engine exit plane, respectively. Additional subscripts c, s, w, and i indicate
dry particle core, soot, water, and ice, respectively.
4.1. Jet Plume Dynamics
Turbulent jets have been extensively studied experimentally and theoretically [Abramovitch, 1963]. Exhaust
eﬄuents exit circular aircraft jet engines in an axisymmetric ﬂow at high speed (u0 ≃ 350–450m/s) relative to
the cruise speedof subsonic aircraft (200–250m/s) and at high temperature (T0 ≃ 500–600K) relative to atmo-
spheric temperatures over a range of cruise altitudes 190–270hPa (Ta ≃ 208–227K in the extratropics>30∘N;
Ta ≃ 217–237K in the tropics 0∘–30∘N, based on temperature measurements on board commercial aircraft
[Kärcher et al., 2009, Figure 10]). The initial jet carries both thermal and kinetic energy; the latter is quickly dis-
sipated into heat. Turbulence is mainly generated by high shear rates at the boundary between the jet and
its environment, causing rapid mixing between exhaust stream and atmospheric air and radial (perpendic-
ular to the ﬂight direction) expansion of the jet plume. The dynamics of jet ﬂow described schematically in
Figure 5 and mathematically in section 4.1.2 is simpliﬁed in order to obtain an analytically tractable solution
that can be coupled with a description of contrail microphysics. For a more detailed accounting of mixing in
turbulent shear layers we refer to Papamoschou and Roshak [1988]. Mixing causes temperature and number
concentrations (per volume of air) of emitted gases and particles to decrease. At the time of contrail forma-
tion, the exhaust jets created by diﬀerent aircraft engines have not yet merged. Therefore, it is appropriate to
study the dynamics of single jets in the context of contrail formation microphysics. During the short time of
contrail formation, ambient atmospheric conditions are assumed to stay constant.
To a very good approximation, subsonic jets evolve isobarically, since the exhaust air expands very quickly
to atmospheric pressure near the nozzle exit of a subsonic jet engine. Because of the short lifetime of aircraft
jet plumes, buoyancy and radiative cooling do not signiﬁcantly aﬀect their development. Constant emission
and ﬂow conditions result in a steady state ﬂow ﬁeld and the evolution of the jet rapidly approaches a state
of self-similarity in themain thermodynamic (temperature andmoisture content) and dynamic (ﬂow velocity)
variables relevant to contrail formation. This means that radial proﬁles of a ﬂow variable, or any passive tracer,
at any axial location become asymptotically independent of the initial proﬁle and can be obtained by scaling
the proﬁles at another location. (For a self-similar ﬂow variable f , f (x, y) ∝ F[y∕g(x)], with a scaling function
g(x). In the case of the axial velocity ﬁeld of a free circular jet, g(x) = (4𝜖∕
√
3) x and F = 1∕[1 + (y∕g)2∕4],
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where 𝜖 is a dimensionless turbulent diﬀusivity [Kärcher and Fabian, 1994].) The jet regime lasts for a few
seconds and ends when the exhaust plumes start to be trapped in the developing wingtip vortices. The
vortices tend to descend a few hundreds of meters below the ﬂight level, and the resulting adiabatic heating
may cause some contrail ice particles to sublimate, even for slightly ice-supersaturated ambient conditions.
The vortex regimewhereinmixing is strongly suppressed lasts for a fewminutes and is terminated by dissipa-
tion induced bymixing with a large volume of atmospheric air [Miake-Lye et al., 1993; Kärcher, 1999]. Contrary
to the vortex and dissipation regimes, the development of which depends on many aircraft (e.g., size and
weight) and atmospheric parameters (e.g., lapse rate and wind shear), the jet regime is universally described
by only a few parameters.
4.1.1. Mixing Timescale
In the initial jet, the inner region retains its high speed, temperature, and species concentrations longer than
outer plume regions (Figure 5). The jet erodes with increasing axial distance from the exit plane, x. The length,
xm, denotes the maximum distance over which the central jet region is unaﬀected by entrainment. The asso-
ciated mixing timescale, 𝜏m, is deﬁned as the time a volume element of exhaust located at the center of the
jet plume needs to reach xm:
xm ≃ r0
√
2∕𝜖 , 𝜏m ≃ xm∕u0 (9)
[Kärcher and Fabian, 1994], where r0 is the initial jet radius and 𝜖 = 0.0285 is the value of the dimensionless
turbulent diﬀusivity (in units of r0u0) inferred from experimental data [Tollmien, 1926]. When using r0 = 0.5m,
we obtain xm ≈ 4 m and 𝜏m ≈ 10 ms, as estimates for the characteristic distance behind the engine exit
plane and associated time needed for the ﬂow ﬁeld to enter the fully turbulent regime (x> xm) after a narrow
transition region.
4.1.2. Cooling Rate and Dilution Factor
We track the dilution history of air parcels emanating from the jet engine within the center region of the
nozzle exit plane and regard those bulk plumeproperties as appropriate for the description of contrail particle
formation.
As themean turbulent ﬂowﬁeld is in steady state for constant u0 and T0, the time t elapsed corresponds to the
age of the plume represented by the streamline at the jet center. The cooling rate,Ṫ , of the central jet region
evolves with time t>𝜏m according to
Ṫ ≡ dT
dt
= −𝜔(t)(T − Ta) , 𝜔 =
𝛽
t
, (10)
with the dilution parameter 𝛽 ≃ 0.9 [Kärcher, 1999, Figure 4], the entrainment (dilution) rate, 𝜔, the plume
temperature, T , and the atmospheric temperature, Ta; at t < 𝜏m, 𝜔 = 0.
Integrating equation (10) using T(t ≤ 𝜏m) = T0 leads to the temperature history
T(t) = Ta + (T0 − Ta)(t) , t>𝜏m , (11)
with the dilution factor
(t>𝜏m) = exp
(
−∫
t
𝜏m
𝜔(t′)dt′
)
=
(𝜏m
t
)𝛽
; (12)
at t ≤ 𝜏m,  = 1. The dilution factor provides us with explicit information about the temporal evolution
of the mixing process aﬀecting the plume center region and is a prerequisite for the evaluation of con-
trail microphysics (section 4.2). The circular plume cross-sectional area, A, increases with time according to
A(t) = A0∕(t), implying that the diameter of the whole plume follows from d = d0∕
√, where d0 is the jet
engine diameter. Knowledge of d is useful for estimates of the contrail optical depth.
Combining equations (11) and (12), the plume dilution factor and cooling rate can be written as a function
of T ,
 = T − Ta
T0 − Ta
, (13)
Ṫ = −𝛽
(T0 − Ta)
𝜏m
1+1∕𝛽 , (14)
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and the plume age is related to the plume temperature via
t = 𝜏m
(
T0 − Ta
T − Ta
)1∕𝛽
. (15)
Equations (10)–(15) are valid up to the end of the jet regime. The maximum time, 𝛿t, available for condensa-
tional growth of the water droplets before freezing, follows from equation (15) as the diﬀerence in the plume
ages where water saturation is reached, t×, and the freezing-relaxation commences, t⋆ > t× (Figure 1b):
𝛿t = t⋆ − t× = 𝜏m
[(
T0 − Ta
T⋆ − Ta
)1∕𝛽
−
(
T0 − Ta
T× − Ta
)1∕𝛽]
. (16)
It is an important coincidence that homogeneous freezing temperatures, T⋆, are only slightly lower than T×
(section 4.2.2). For this reason, 𝛿t is very short and zero exactly at the formation threshold (section 2.1). For
instance, with T0 = 600 K, T× = 240 K, Ta = 220 K, 𝛽 = 0.9, and 𝜏m = 10ms, we ﬁnd 𝛿t ≃ 0.2 s for an estimated
freezing temperature T⋆ = 231 K.
The thermodynamic approach employs a mass-based mixing factor,  , as a measure of plume mixing
(air-to-fuel ratio), however, without considering an explicit time dependence of themixing process. It is linked
to our dilution factor via = 0∕ for t ≫ 𝜏m. At the jet engine exit plane, = 0 > 1; the fuel is usually
burnt under excess air conditions, so that the exhaust leaves the jet engine already diluted. Typical values are
0 = 50–70.
4.1.3. Emission Indices
We introduce the number emission index (EI) as a convenient concentration measure of emitted species
(molecules or particles). The EI, in units of (kg-fuel)−1, is invariant under changes of the plume volume due to
mixing, contrary to the number concentration per unit air volume, n:
EI =
0

n
𝜚
, (17)
where 𝜚(P, T) is the mass density of air. Should n become comparable to its concentration in ambient air (if
present), then it must be replaced by the diﬀerence between n and its ambient level. As mixing is isobaric,
the partial pressure of any gaseous or particulate plume constituent evolves along the mixing line in the
absence of condensation or chemical reactions. Therefore, mixing ratios (partial pressures) of species dilute
at the same rate as the temperature cools. Equation (17) can be applied to deﬁne apparent number emission
indices, AEIi , for contrail ice particles created past emission. In this way, their number can be deﬁned irrespec-
tive of plume dilution and can thus be directly compared to the number of precursor particles upon which
they form.
We also deﬁne an apparent number emission index for aerosol particles entrained into the plume from the
surrounding air:
AEIa =0 TaT
1 −

na
𝜚
. (18)
Here na is the total (ambient) number concentration of atmospheric particles mixed into the plume. The tem-
perature ratio in equation (18) converts betweenplumenumber concentrations andmixing ratios. The ratio
accounts for the fact that the number mixing ratio of entrained species, 𝜒 , is given by 𝜒 = 𝜒a(1 −), which
follows in analogy to equations (10) and (11) with 𝜒0 = 0. Both are time dependent and will later be taken at
the plume age where contrail particles form.
Based on equations (17) and (18), we deﬁne a contrail exhaust regime parameter,
𝜉 = EIs∕AEIa, (19)
in order to judgewhether aircraft-emitted soot particles dominate the droplet (and therefore the ice particle)
number budget in contrails (section 3). Setting na = 1000 cm−3, the contrail regime is soot rich if 𝜉 > 1, trans-
lating into EIs > 5 × 1012 (kg-fuel)−1 using0 = 60, P = 250 hPa, T ≃ T⋆ = 231 K, and Ta = 220 K. All regime
parameters introduced in this work are summarized in Table 1.
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Table 1. Regime Parameters Describing Salient Features of Contrail Microphysics in Jet Exhaust Plumes
Parameter Meaning Deﬁnition Limits Role Value/Rangea
≫ 1 ≪ 1
𝜉 exhaust equation (19) soot richb soot poorc relates contrail particle >10–100
regime number to soot emissions
𝜓 condensation equation (31) fast droplet slow droplet determines freezing >1
regime growthd growthe droplet size
𝜆 freezing equation (35) all droplets no droplets determines homogeneous ∼1
regime frozen frozen freezing temperature
𝜅w activation- equation (49) fast droplet slow droplet determines droplet < 0.1 to > 10
relaxation growthd growthd number
𝜅i freezing- equation (34) fast ice slow ice determines ice particle <1
relaxation growthe growthe number
aTypical value in jet contrails during droplet or ice formation.
bRelative to number concentration of atmospheric nuclei, na .
cRelative to maximum time available for droplet growth, 𝛿t.
dRelative to duration of droplet activation pulse, 𝜏act.
eRelative to duration of droplet freezing pulse, 𝜏frz.
4.1.4. Uncertainties
Complications not captured inour approach arise due to the core/bypass structure of real jet engines: a sheath
of slower, colder air surrounds the jet core. Contrary to the high speed jet core, the coaxial sheath contains
mainly (mildly heated) ambient air. For engineswith high bypass ratios, the bypass ﬂow contains several times
the air mass of the engine core. In some engines, bypass and core ﬂow are premixed. Bypass and core ﬂow are
associated with diﬀerent axial velocities. Mixing causes the sheath layer to merge with the atmospheric ﬂow
and the exhaust core well before the formation of a visible contrail is completed, creating a relatively uniform,
self-similar jet ﬂow. Finally, the jets are embedded in an atmospheric coﬂow aﬀecting the plume dynam-
ics. Since contrails become clearly visible in the fully developed, turbulent ﬂow regime only after substantial
plume mixing (Figure 5), these modiﬁcations only aﬀect the ﬂow close to the nozzle exit and are unlikely
to cause major uncertainties in our analysis. Capturing such ﬂuid dynamical details may be more important
for accurate predictions of shape and width of the ice particle size distribution, but it is unlikely that they
substantially aﬀect the plume-averaged, total contrail ice particle number concentration and mean size.
Our concept to simplify the dynamics of jet plumes in order to develop aminimal model for themicrophysics
of contrail formation recognizes the fact that timescales formixingandcooling, droplet activation andgrowth,
and ice nucleation and growth are similar [Kärcher, 1998a]. It does not explicitly account for plume inhomo-
geneities causedby radial gradients of physical variables andeﬀects of turbulenceonmicrophysical processes
other than those embodied in the bulk entrainment rate that is representative for mixing of the jet core.
Those inhomogeneities translate into variability in temperature and moisture content (section 2.1), aﬀecting
the cooling rate and the microphysics of water uptake on, and subsequent freezing of, plume particles. For
instance, numerical simulations of free turbulent jets indicate that ﬂuctuations in Sw of up to several tens of
percent canbe causedby radialmixing in theprimarymixing region close to the jet boundaries for a jet engine
with a bypass [Kärcher, 1994; Kärcher et al., 1996]. Large eddy simulations show that air parcels originating at
diﬀerent radial locations of a jet exit plane experience diﬀerent microphysical histories forced by exposure
to a wide range of turbulent plume conditions [Paoli et al., 2004, 2013]. The resulting ﬂow inhomogeneities
might lead to the formation of some ice particles behind a real jet engine much earlier than the time needed
to produce a contrail that is visible by a distant (e.g., ground-based) observer.
4.2. Droplet and Ice Microphysics
We extend a previous study of ice formation in contrails [Ford, 1998] by including plume particles as water
condensation nuclei and contrail droplet activation and growth processes. We assume that the thermody-
namic criterion for contrail formation ismet at a temperature, Ta, lower than the threshold temperature,Θ, for
given air pressure, atmospheric relative humidity, and aircraft/engine/fuel parameters. This implies that the
relative humidity in the jet plume surpasses water saturation, allowing the activation of plume particles into
water droplets. Contrail ice particles nucleate from thosewater-activated particles by homogeneous freezing,
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the dominant ice formation mode at low temperatures. Contrail water droplets and ice particles are treated
as monodisperse populations characterized by total number densities, n, and (mean) radii, r. The humidity
in the atmosphere surrounding the jet plume does not directly aﬀect the droplet and ice formation micro-
physics, since at the time contrail particles form (at plume ages below 1s), the plume moisture content is
still dominated by the emitted water vapor (Figure 2b), and the entrainment of the comparatively low levels
of upper tropospheric water vapor is quite unimportant. Nonetheless, the ambient relative humidity aﬀects
the threshold temperature. The diﬀerence between the threshold temperature and the ambient tempera-
ture strongly impacts the thermodynamic plume conditions prevailing during droplet activation and freezing
(Figures 3 and 4).
We begin by providing a rough estimate for mean droplet radii (section 4.2.1) in order to estimate homoge-
neous droplet freezing temperatures in contrails (section 4.2.2). Finally, the activation-relaxation process is
analyzed (section 4.2.3) determining the number concentrations andmean sizes of contrail droplets available
for freezing.
4.2.1. Droplet Growth
To arrive at a rough estimate for the droplet radius rw , we introduce a few simplifying assumptions. Thedroplet
number concentration, nw , is assumed to be known; it will be derived consistentlywith droplet size and super-
saturation forcing in section 4.2.3. We assume that plume particles activate into water droplets at T×, growing
and depleting the water vapor at constant temperature until homogeneous freezing occurs, i.e., within the
maximum available growth time, 𝛿t. These assumptions allow us to solve the set of condensation-growth
equations analytically:
nsatw
dsw
dt
= −wnw , sw(t = 0) = smw , (20)
4𝜋r2w
drw
dt
= 𝜈w , rw(t = 0) = rc , (21)
where nsatw (T) is the H2O number concentration at water saturation, 𝜈 is the volume of an H2O molecule in
supercooled water, and
w = 𝜋r
2
w𝛼wvswn
sat
w
1 + 𝛼wvrw∕(4D)
(22)
is the ﬂux (per unit time) of water molecules to the droplets [Pruppacher and Klett, 1997]. We introduce
a correction factor in the denominator of w accounting for the fact that droplet growth might become
governed by gas diﬀusion and we omit the lowering of the saturation vapor pressure over the curved
surfacesof thewater-activateddroplets. Therefore, rw values areupper limits. In equation (22), v(T) is themean
thermal speed of watermolecules,D(P, T) is their diﬀusion coeﬃcient in air, and 𝛼w = 1 their accommodation
coeﬃcient.
A ﬁrst integral of equations (22) and (23), expressing water mass conservation, is given by
sw(rw) = smw +
4𝜋nw
3𝜈nsatw
(
r3c − r
3
w
)
, (23)
from which the maximum possible droplet radius, R = rw(sw = 0), can be derived:
R3 = r3c +
3𝜈smwn
sat
w
4𝜋nw
. (24)
The second termon the right-hand side of equation (24) is ameasure of themaximumvolumeof condensable
water vapor.
There are only two parameters governing the kinetics of water vapor condensation: the dimensionless ratio
Z =
4𝜋nwR
3∕3
𝜈smwnsatw
= 1 +
4𝜋nwr
3
c∕3
𝜈smwnsatw
≥ 1 , (25)
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of the total particle volume and the maximum condensate volume and the supersaturation relaxation
timescale
𝜏S =
3Z
𝛼wv𝜋R2nw
, (26)
as the characteristic time to deplete the water vapor above water saturation, if there were no forcing of
supersaturation.
Introducing dimensionless quantities (marked ̃(⋅)) and using smw , R, and 𝜏S as scaling variables, it is
straightforward to show that the second (radial growth) integral, arising from equation (23), takes the
scaled form
Z𝛿t̃ = ∫
r̃w
r̃c
1 + qz
1 − z3
dz , q =
𝛼wvR
4D
, r̃c =
(
1 − 1
Z
)1∕3
. (27)
After solving equation (27) and inversion to obtain upper limit values r̃w constrained by the maximum avail-
able growth time, 𝛿t̃, from equation (16), the mean droplet radius, water supersaturation, and liquid water
volume at plume age t follow from
rw = R r̃w , (28)
sw = smwZ(1 − r̃3w) , and (29)
LWV = 4𝜋
(
r3w − r
3
c
)
∕3 . (30)
Equations (32)–(34) constitute the approximate conditions of plumemoisture and liquid condensate as time
evolves after activation of droplets with total number concentration nw .
We introduce the condensation regime parameter
𝜓 = 𝛿t∕𝜏S . (31)
If water condensation is fast (𝜓 ≫ 1), then rw ∝ 1∕n
1∕3
w , decreasingwithnw , since the sameamount of conden-
sate is distributed amongmore droplets. For slow condensation (𝜓 ≪ 1), the ﬁnal droplet radius approaches a
value independent of nw but limited by the available growth time, i.e., rw ∝ 𝛿t. In contrails formingwell below
the threshold, condensation is typically fast: rw ≫ rc. On the contrary, at the contrail formation threshold,
smw → 0, and therefore rw → rc.
Those features are illustrated in Figure 6, where we show the droplet radii, rw , and the condensation regime
parameter,𝜓 , as a function of assumed droplet number concentrations expressed in terms of a number emis-
sion index, EIw , using equation (17). We vary EIw over the greatest conceivable range of values, encompassing
very lowambientor veryhighemitted sootparticle concentrations. The curveswereevaluatedat anestimated
homogeneous freezing temperature of 231K. The initial droplet (core particle) radius was set to rc = 0.03 μm;
otherwise, we use the standard set of parameters (leading to 𝛿t ≃ 0.2 s). For comparison, the maximum
possible droplet radius, R, is shown alongside rw .
Condensation is fast, if EIw > 5 × 1013 (kg-fuel)−1, including typical values of current EIs, in which case rw
decreases with EIw , as noted above. For lower droplet concentrations, rw assumes a constant value, since
condensation is limited by the available growth time; the comparison with R demonstrates that the freezing
droplets then contain much less water than available in the plume.
This analysis shows that for current soot emission levels, water condensation in jet plumes in below-threshold
contrails at the point of ice formation is typically fast, and rw = 0.3–0.5 μm. The value of EIw in Figure 6 where
𝜓 = 1 corresponds to an atmospheric aerosol particle number concentration na ≃ 1000 cm3 (equation (19)).
This means that in cases where contrails mainly form on entrained aerosol particles, droplet growth may
often be kinetically controlled, limiting the initial contrail ice particle radii to values of about 0.6 μm.
Kinetic limitations also occur in near-threshold contrails, where only few droplets form owing to very small
supersaturations.
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Figure 6. Approximate freezing droplet radii (solid curve) and condensation regime parameter (dashed) as a function of
water droplet number emission indices. The maximum possible droplet radii that would result from condensing all
available water vapor in the plume are shown in comparison (dotted). We use the standard set of model parameters:
ambient ice saturation at P = 250 hPa and Ta = 220 K; T0 = 600 K, 𝛽 = 0.9, and 𝜏m = 0.01 s; T× = 240 K and T⋆ = 231 K.
4.2.2. Freezing-Relaxation
Homogeneous ice formation is described in termsof the freezing rateof supercooledwater, j = LWV⋅J, deﬁned
as the product of the freezing rate coeﬃcient, J (number of ice germs nucleating per unit droplet volume per
unit time), and the liquid water volume available for freezing, LWV. Assuming that the entire droplet freezes
instantly once ice nucleates within its volume, j yields the number of droplets freezing per unit time.
The assumption of a freezing pulse, j(t), is reasonable, since prior to the time of freezing ice formation is sup-
pressed, because it is too warm for ice to form (J ≈ 0). With increasing plume age, as temperatures become
suﬃciently low, J will increase very rapidly maximizing at the time of freezing-relaxation. Beyond that time,
j will also be negligible because all droplets froze or the remaining droplets evaporate (LWV ≈ 0), meaning
that j decays rapidly beyond the time of freezing-relaxation. The pulse-like nature of j may be modeled by a
characteristic timescale, 𝜏frz:
𝜏−1frz ≡ 𝜕 ln(j)𝜕t ≃
𝜕 ln(J)
𝜕T
Ṫ , (32)
neglecting the rate of change of ln(LWV) relative to that of ln(J). We have already derived an expression for
the bulk cooling rate,Ṫ (equation (15)). We compute J(T) from a parameterization based on recent laboratory
measurements [Riechers et al., 2013]:
ln
(
J
(
cm−3 s−1
))
= a1T + a2 , (33)
with a1 = −3.5714 K−1 and a2 = 858.719. Equation (33) is an accurate approximation of the freezing rate of
supercooled, pure water at temperatures around 235K, stating that J increases by a factor exp(−a1) ≈ 35.6
upon a decrease in T by 1K. Uncertainties in J as quantiﬁed by Riechers et al. [2013] have no signiﬁcant impact
on 𝜏frz = 1∕(a1Ṫ).
Ford [1998] has shown for ﬁxed droplet properties that to a good approximation, ice particle growth is slow
relative to freezing so that all droplets tend to freeze before they start to grow and deplete the vapor. This
follows from the freezing-growth regime parameter
𝜅i =
𝜏frz
𝜏gi
, 𝜏−1gi =
b1∕rw
1 + b2rw
, (34)
with b1 = 𝜈𝛼ivsinsati ∕4, where si is the supersaturation over ice taken at water saturation and 𝛼i is the depo-
sition coeﬃcient for H2O molecules impinging on the ice surfaces, and b2 = v∕(4D). The dynamical regime
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Figure 7. Freezing-growth regime parameter versus temperature in plumes expanding at various ambient
temperatures, evaluated at 250hPa and using rw = 0.4 μm, T0 = 600 K, 𝛽 = 0.9, and 𝜏m = 0.01 s. The gray region marks
the range of estimated homogeneous freezing temperatures in contrails.
parameter, 𝜅i , measures the time scale of the freezing event (equation (32)) relative to the initial ice particle
growth time scale, 𝜏gi , deﬁned applying equation (22). Setting 𝛼i = 1 is justiﬁed owing to the high supersat-
urations over ice at the time of freezing. The regime parameter is shown in Figure 7, evaluated for various
ambient temperatures and rw = 0.4 μm. The general increase in 𝜅i with decreasing T reﬂects its dependence
on the cooling rate, which rapidly approaches zero as T → Ta. At temperatures where homogeneous freezing
occurs (gray area), the slow growth regime is realized in all cases (as 𝜅i < 0.5); the highest value is attained
near the formation threshold at Ta = 225 K. At extratropical cruise altitudes, lower atmospheric temperatures
are more common and 𝜅i values are much smaller. In near-threshold cases where the slow growth condition
is not realized, assuming all droplets to freeze would overestimate the number of ice particles.
We evaluate the dimensionless parameter
𝜆 = LWVJ𝜏frz =
4𝜋
3
(
r3w − r
3
c
) J
a1Ṫ
(35)
with the droplet radii, rw(T) ≥ rc, where rc is the radius of the dry aerosol core upon which the droplets
form. In essence, 𝜆 is equal to the frozen droplet fraction, ni∕nw . Consistent with the slow growth regime
(nucleation burst) scenario, we can therefore infer the temperature at freezing-relaxation, T⋆, by inverting
𝜆(T⋆) = 1. To a ﬁrst approximation, we evaluate this relationship at a constant cooling rate leading to
T⋆ ≃
1
a1
[
ln
(
a1Ṫ
Vw
)
− a2
]
(36)
with the single droplet volume Vw = 4𝜋r3w∕3 and rc = 0. Assuming Ṫ = −25 Ks
−1 and rw = 0.4 μm, we ﬁnd
T⋆ ≈ 231 K as a rough estimate of the homogeneous freezing-relaxation temperature in jet contrails, signif-
icantly lower than in natural clouds where cooling rates are much slower and droplet volumes much larger.
The dependencies on Ṫ and Vw form the basis of the estimated range of freezing temperatures as indicated
in Figure 7.
We estimate T⋆ more accurately as a function of rw using rc = 0.02 μmand the cooling rate fromequation (15).
The results shown in Figure 8 show that T⋆ = 229–232 K in contrails. Decreasing Ta increases |Ṫ|; as for
decreasing rw , the resulting decrease in 𝜆 is compensated by lowering T⋆ (increasing J). Changing parameters
other than Ta and (rw − rc) has a very small impact on T⋆. Only in near-threshold contrails, where the liquid
water volume can become very small (as rw → rc), homogeneous freezing temperatures decrease notably
falling belowΘG ≈ 231 K (section 2.1).
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Figure 8. Homogeneous freezing temperatures in contrails versus freezing droplet radii, estimated from the regime
parameter 𝜆 assuming droplet cores with rc = 0.02 μm for a range of ambient temperatures. The underlying plume
cooling rate was evaluated using T0 = 600 K, 𝛽 = 0.9, and 𝜏m = 0.01 s and varies with Ta .
4.2.3. Activation-Relaxation
We determine the total number concentration, n∘, and mean radius, r∘, of contrail water droplets
along with plume conditions at the time t∘ when supersaturation relaxation occurs (i.e., at the point of
‘activation-relaxation’). We cannot rely on the growth model equations (32)–(34), as this model requires the
droplet number as input and does not consider forcing of supersaturation. However, the number of activated
dropletsmust bedetermined self-consistentlywithboth supersaturation forcing anddepletiondue todroplet
condensational growth.
Our concept of ‘activation-relaxation’ rests on the idealization that, with increasing supersaturation, sw(t) =
smw(T), determined by plume cooling (T∧ < T < T×), condensation nuclei will activate into water droplets
without aﬀecting the evolution of sw up to the instant, t∘, where the number of already activated droplets has
increased to a value, n∘, suﬃciently large to quench the supersaturation. The quenching is assumed to occur
instantly so that no further activation occurs after t∘. The latter assumption is robust, inasmuch as nuclei that
have already been activated at t < t∘ are no longer available for activation in the declining supersaturation
at later times. The former issue (sw unaﬀected by early activated nuclei) might become relevant for ultraﬁne
volatile plume particles, since even very small reductions in sw at t < t∘ can aﬀect their activation behavior at
t = t∘, because their dry radius is close to the Kelvin radius (section 3.3). Owing to their much larger dry sizes,
we argue that this is less of an issue for emitted soot and entrained atmospheric particles.
Before we determine n∘, we estimate the number concentration of contrail droplet nuclei that activate
into water droplets at any given plume supersaturation. To this end, we make use of the solubility model
(section 3.4), yielding the dry radii ract(sw) at which core particles with rc > ract can be considered water
activated controlled by the eﬀective solubility parameter, k.
The total droplet number concentration is obtained by adding the contributions from soot emissions and
entrained atmospheric particles:
n(1)w = 𝜑s EIs
𝜚
0
⏟ ⏟
nws
+𝜑a
Ta
T
(1 −)na
⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟
nwa
(37)
according toequations (17) and (18),wherenwl denotes the total number concentrationof plumeparticle type
l = s, a at temperature T . The fractions𝜑l(sw) determine the cumulative contributions of water-activated type
l particles relative to nwl . To estimate 𝜑l , we characterize each plume aerosol type by a normalized lognormal
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size distribution:
dnwl
dr
=
nwl√
2𝜋 ln 𝜎l
1
r
exp
[
−
ln2(r∕r̄l)
2 ln2 𝜎l
]
, (38)
where r is the dry particle radius and r̄l and𝜎l indicate the prescribedgeometricmeandry radius and standard
deviation, respectively. The dry radii of type l particles activating at Sw > 1 follow from equation (8):
ract,l =
rK[
54kl ln
2(Sw)
]1∕3 ≈ rK(54kl)1∕3 s−2∕3w . (39)
Plume particles contribute to nwl by
𝜑l =
1
nwl ∫
∞
ract,l
dnwl
dr
dr ≃ 1
1 + (ract,l∕r̄l)𝜁l
, (40)
𝜁l =
4√
2𝜋 ln 𝜎l
, (41)
as derived in Appendix A; 𝜁l is a size distribution slope parameter. Higher kl values lead to smaller activation
radii and hence increased fractions of activated particles. We note that the exact width of the gray transition
zone in Figure 3 deﬁning near-threshold contrails is aﬀected by changes of the k value ascribed to the soot
particles in soot-rich plumes. Increasing ks by making the fuel more sulfur poor widens the transition zone,
since higher supersaturations are needed to activate the same number of soot particles relative to more
sulfur-rich conditions.
For later use, mean values of the slope parameter and threshold radius of activated droplet cores are deﬁned
by number-weighted averages over all plume particle types:
𝜁 =
∑
l
𝜑lnwl𝜁l∕
∑
l
𝜑lnwl and (42)
ract =
∑
l
𝜑lnwlract,l∕
∑
l
𝜑lnwl . (43)
Combining equations (37)–(48) yields the number concentration of plume particles that activate into water
droplets at a given supersaturation. The superscript (1) in equation (37) indicates that a second relationship,
n(2)w (sw), is required to ﬁx n∘, since the supersaturation where relaxation actually occurs is not yet known. This
second relationship allows us to ﬁx sw∘ = smw(T∘) along with n∘ = n
(1)
w (sw∘) = n
(2)
w (sw∘) as the intersection
between both expressions.
We obtain n(2)w by evaluating the supersaturation equation
dsw
dt
= w − w (44)
w = 4𝜋𝜈
1
nsatw ∫
t
−∞
ṅw r
2
w(t, t
′)
drw(t, t′)
dt
dt′ (45)
at the time t = t∘ where sw starts to decline, i.e., when w = w . Here w is the net forcing of supersaturation
(equation (6)) and w is the condensation sink. In equation (52), ṅw(t, t′)dt′ is the number of droplets at time
t activated on contrail plume particles between t′ and t′ + dt′, rw(t, t′) is the mean radius at time t of water
droplets which activated at t′ < t, and drw(t, t′)∕dt is the single droplet growth rate (equation (23)). Hence,
(4𝜋r2w∕𝜈)drw∕dt is the rate at which water molecules are transferred from the gas to the growing droplets.
The lower integration limit has been extended to −∞ under the assumption of a narrow activation pulse,
approximated by an exponential, with characteristic time scale, 𝜏act:
ṅw(t, t′) = ṅw(t)e−(t−t
′)∕𝜏act t′ ≤ t . (46)
The time t is later identiﬁed with the time of activation-relaxation, t∘. The activation time scale is chosen to
match the time evolution of the activated droplet number prior to supersaturation relaxation:
𝜏−1act ≡ 𝜕 ln(nw)𝜕t =
𝜕 ln(nw)
𝜕sw
dsw
dt
|||w=0 ≃ 2𝜁3sw w , (47)
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Figure 9. Activation-growth regime parameter versus supersaturation in plumes expanding at various ambient
temperatures, evaluated along sw = smw(T) using typical values ract = 15 nm and 𝜁 = 2.
(Appendix A). Together with the initial droplet growth time scale
𝜏−1gw ≡ 𝜕 ln(rw)𝜕t
|||rw=ract ≃ b1ract , (48)
with b1 = 𝜈vswn
(sat)
w ∕4. We omit the term correcting 𝜏gw for diﬀusive uptake in the denominator of
equation (48), since dry activation radii are typically smaller than 0.1 μmwhere these corrections are small.
We deﬁne the dynamical regime parameter
𝜅w =
𝜏act
𝜏gw
, (49)
characterizing slow (𝜅w ≪ 1) and fast (𝜅w ≫ 1) droplet growth regimes. In the fast growth regime, droplet
sizes increase quickly during activation, while in the slow growth regime, all droplets activate before growth
commences and droplets stay longer at sizes close to ract.
We show 𝜅w(sw) in Figure 9 evaluated at sw = smw for diﬀerent atmospheric temperatures. For entrained
soluble particles already activating at sw < 1%, 𝜅w ≪ 1 in all cases. This may no longer hold in near-threshold
contrails (dotted curve) or for insoluble soot particles even in below-threshold contrails (solid and dashed
curves), since most aircraft soot particles activate into droplets only at sw > 1%, in which case 𝜏act ∝ sw is
longer and 𝜏gw ∝ 1∕sw is shorter, so that 𝜅w > 1. The sharp increase of 𝜅w in the near-threshold case reﬂects
the diminishing cooling rate (forcing) as T → Ta. This increase also occurs in the below-threshold cases in the
case of low droplet numbers, but at much higher supersaturation.
Sincewe cannot expect either growth regime to be exclusively realized (as after freezing-relaxation), we need
to evaluate the supersaturation sink term equation (52) for all conceivable values of 𝜅w . We omit the diﬀusion
correction in the growth law drw∕dt, since ﬁnal droplet sizes are unlikely to increase beyond a few 100nm
(Figure 6). Carrying out the integration and deﬁningw = w∕nw as the supersaturation loss rate per droplet
leads to
w = b1𝜈
4𝜋r2act
nsatw
(
1 + 2𝜅w + 2𝜅2w
)
. (50)
Setting w = w yields n(2)w (sw), the number concentration of droplets needed to cause supersaturation
relaxation at a given value sw :
n(2)w = w∕w . (51)
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Figure 10. Droplet number concentrations versus plume supersaturation from the activation spectra of plume
particles, n(1)w , and from the supersaturation relaxation requirement, n
(2)
w . We show (a) a near-threshold case
and (b) a below-threshold case. The soot emission index is varied from soot rich (solid n(1)w curves) to soot free
(dashed n(1)w curves) in both cases. In soot-free contrails, only entrained aerosol particles activate into water droplets.
Activation-relaxation occurs at intersections between both curves and are indicated by open circles. Note the diﬀerent
scales in both panels.
In Figure 10, we illustrate both nw solutions as a function of sw = smw for two atmospheric temperatures
(a) near-threshold case and (b) below-threshold case. Activated nuclei numbers, n(1)w , are shown for soot-rich
conditions (solid curve, EIs = 1015 (kg-fuel)−1) and without soot emissions, so that contrails only form on
entrained particles (dashed curve, na = 600 cm−3, EIs = 0). Those curves ﬂatten as they approach the total
local plume concentrations. Very few soot particles (but already a signiﬁcant fraction of atmospheric parti-
cles) are activated below sw ≈ 0.1 % (Figure 10a), but the activated soot fraction continues to increase with
sw eventually dominating n
(1)
w . Droplet numbers required to quench sw , n
(2)
w , are large falling oﬀ very rapidly
as sw approaches the point where the supersaturation forcing changes its sign (sw ≈ 1% in Figure 10a and
sw ≈ 50% in Figure 10b).
Generally, at low sw , high numbers n
(2)
w are needed to deplete the supersaturation owing to the strong super-
saturation forcing, but the number of plume particles n(1)w that can actually be activated is still low. At high
sw , many particles can activate into droplets, and the number required to cause supersaturation relaxation
is small due to the diminishing forcing. Circles in Figure 10 mark conditions at activation-relaxation ﬁxing n∘
(and implicitly T∘, sw∘, and t∘). Removing soot emissions leads to fewer droplets regardless of Ta. The diﬀer-
ence in n∘ between soot-rich and soot-free cases increases when contrails form in colder ambient air, where
higher plume supersaturations are reached earlier in the plume and cooling rates are higher.
We also estimate the mean droplet radius, r∘, as an average over the activation pulse:
r∘ =
1
n∘ ∫
t∘
−∞
ṅw(t, t′) rw(t, t′)dt′ = ract(1 + 𝜅w) . (52)
Contrail water droplets begin to freeze in the declining temperature with increasing probability.
Activation-relaxation occurs close to freezing-relaxation, as explained above, especially near the formation
threshold (Figures 3 and 8). We identify ice properties with the corresponding droplet particle properties
taken at t = t∘ by setting ni = n∘ and ri = r∘. While the apparent ice emission index, AEIi , inferred from
equation (17) is independent of plume age, this may introduce a small error in the initial value of ri , since ice
particles continue to grow only for a very short time interval (between t∘ and t⋆). This error is probably within
the uncertainty limits of our approach and diminishes further as the ice particles deposit more water vapor.
The nucleation burst scenario results in a unimodal population where most ice particles have similar sizes. In
cases where droplets continue to be activated near freezing-relaxation, we still expect all droplets to freeze
but their size distribution may be slightly broadened. Another factor aﬀecting the ice particle size spectrum
is turbulent plume mixing, as contrail particles in adjacent air parcels experience slightly diﬀerent activation,
freezing, andgrowthhistories. It would be interesting to apply large-eddy simulations of the jet ﬂow including
contrail microphysics in order to elaborate the issue of spectral broadening.
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We deﬁne a number of further ice variables useful for the interpretation of our results. The ratio of
water-activated particles to all plume particles is given by
Φ =
n∘∑
l nwl
(53)
and is equivalent to the fraction of frozen plume particles. The time invariant apparent emission index of ice
particles follows from equation (17):
AEIi =
0

n∘
𝜚
, (54)
where 𝜚 and  are taken at t∘. The ice particles grow rapidly by vapor deposition from their approxi-
mate initial radius, r∘, as the plume air is highly supersaturated with respect to ice. The amount of water
vapor between water and ice saturation available for ice growth is much larger than the ice water con-
tent at t∘. Ice particle mean radii, ri(t> t∘), may be estimated for short periods of time after formation
from the droplet growth model, equations (32)–(34) applied to ice particle growth with initial conditions
ri(t∘) = r∘ and Si(t∘) = Sw∘ ⋅ ew(T∘)∕ei(T∘). In section 5, we discuss results from our model taken at the time of
activation-relaxation, t∘; contrail properties at later stages of jet plume evolution, t> t∘, will be presented in
future work.
The monodisperse contrail optical depth (OD) is calculated using the size-dependent scattering coeﬃ-
cient, , from Mie theory, evaluated with a refractive index 1.33 at a wavelength of 0.55 μm [Bohren and
Huﬀman, 2007]:
OD ≃ 𝜋r2i (ri)nid , d = d0∕
√ , (55)
disregarding the potential contribution of light absorption by soot inclusions in ice particles; d is the over-
all plume diameter. Light scattering probes the particle surface area, equation (55) provides us with lower
limit OD values. In nature, ice particles will be size dispersed, which increases the mean particle surface area
relative to the monodisperse approximation. It is not immediately obvious how slight deviations from the
underlying assumptions in Mie theory of contrail ice particles being smooth, perfectly spherical scatter-
ing objects modiﬁes OD predicted by equation (55). Finally, the imaginary part of the refractive index that
controls the light absorption eﬃciency increases dramatically as soot volume fractions within ice particles
increase [Hong et al., 2008], causing a potentially higher extinction (scattering and absorption) eﬃciency of
contrail ice particles in the early formation stage, depending on the physical mixing state of soot and ice
components inside single contrail particles.
5. Results
5.1. Validation
We make a ﬁrst attempt to check the agreement of our model results with in situ observations. To date, one
observation has been documented [Busen and Schumann, 1995] providing all the information necessary to
constrain our model. A drawback for validation is that this observation took place very close to the forma-
tion threshold temperature, where results are strongly aﬀected by measurement uncertainties (Figure 2b).
Furthermore, ice particle concentration and other variables needed to quantify contrail visibility close to the
time of formation have not been measured. More recent contrail observations quantify the ice phase in con-
trails directly [Voigt et al., 2011] but took place at subsaturated conditions in the vortex regime rendering a
direct comparisonwith our resultsmore diﬃcult, since the jet wake structure becomesmore inhomogeneous
and ice particles may sublimate.
The contrail-producing research aircraft was the Deutsches Zentrum für Luft- und Raumfahrt (DLR) ATTAS
equipped with Rolls-Royce/SNECMA M45H MK501 turbofan engines with core and bypass section [Busen
and Schumann, 1995]. The jet engine diameter at the nozzle exit is d0 = 0.86 m, the static core exhaust
temperature is T0 = 563 K, and the corresponding air density is 𝜚0 = 0.19 kgm−3. The mixing factor
at emission, 0 = 64.6 kg-air(kg-fuel)−1, is computed from the core mass ﬂow rate that includes air
with which the fuel had been premixed upon combustion, ṁ0 = 𝜚0A0u0 = 8.2 (kg-air)s−1 (axial exhaust
velocity u0 = 350 ms−1 in the core ﬂow, core cross section A0 = 0.125 m2) and the fuel ﬂow rate,
ṁf = 0.125 (kg-fuel)s−1. We estimate a mixing timescale 𝜏m = 5 ms for a jet core radius r0= 0.21 m as used
in equation (9). The engine diameter is d0 = 0.86 m for use in equation (55). The soot number emission
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Table 2. Model Sensitivity Studies, Ai–Av, of Contrail Observations Behind the DLR-ATTAS Aircraft in Diﬀerent
Meteorological Conditionsa
P (hPa) RH (%) RHI (%) Ta (K) Θ − Ta (K) ni (cm−3) t∘ (s) Φ (%) ri(μm) OD
Ai 302.3 40.5 65 222.95 0.15 4.5 × 104 0.33 16 0.15 0.007
Aii 302.3 46.7 75 222.95 0.47 1.7 × 105 0.30 58 0.11 0.006
Aiii 302.3 40.3 65 222.45 0.64 2.3 × 105 0.28 72 0.10 0.007
Aiv 302.3 46.5 75 222.45 0.96 2.8 × 105 0.26 81 0.11 0.008
Av 287.4 45 73 220.7 2.1 3.8 × 105 0.21 93 0.11 0.014
B 250 60.8 100 220 4.6 1.2 × 105 0.34 92 0.20 0.13
aIn Ai–Aiv, atmospheric temperature, Ta, and relative humidity, RH (over ice: RHI), are varied within experimental
uncertainties relative to the near-threshold observation case [Busen and Schumann, 1995]. To analyze the observed
below-threshold case Av [Petzold et al., 1997], the same aircraft and emission parameters were used. Case B describes a
baseline contrail. The diﬀerence between Ta and the formation threshold temperature,Θ, is indicated. Values of variables
are taken at the time of activation-relaxation, t∘; total contrail particle number concentration, ni ; fraction of activated
droplets (nuclei) or frozen fraction,Φ; initialmeanparticle radius, ri ; and solar contrail optical depth, OD, due to scattering
of light at visible wavelengths.
index has been measured in ﬂight, although during a diﬀerent campaign [Petzold et al., 1999b], yielding
EIs = 1.7 × 1015 (kg-fuel)−1, rs = 17 nm, and 𝜎s = 1.55. The 𝜎s value assumed here (1.7) is slightly larger
than that inferred from themeasurements to approximately account for a larger second sizemode containing
much fewer particles (less than 0.1% of the total particle number). We set na = 0 consistent with a previous
study showing that visible contrail formation in this soot-rich case required a very high number of ice particles
that could not be supplied by the atmosphere [Kärcher et al., 1996]. As motivated in section 3, a reasonable
choice of the eﬀective solubility parameters for fresh soot particles is ks = 0.005.
Observations were taken at P = 302.3 ± 0.7 hPa, Ta ≃ 223.45 ± 0.5 K, and for RH ≃ 34–50 % (below ice
saturation). The relative humidity estimates were based on radiosonde data taken at locations close to but
outside theﬂight track. The short-lived contrail becameclearly visible at an estimatedplumeageof 0.3s, about
35m behind the source aircraft [Busen and Schumann, 1995]. The water mass emission index and speciﬁc heat
of fuel combustion weremeasured to bew = 1.21 kg(kg-fuel)−1 andQ = 43.24MJ(kg-fuel)−1, respectively;
the overall propulsion eﬃciency was estimated to be 𝜂 = 0.14, resulting in G = 1.59 PaK−1.
Using the measured mean values for Ta and RH does not lead to contrail formation according to the ther-
modynamic theory. This could be caused by uncertainties in the determination of G or in measuring Ta and
RH. To allow contrail formation, we reduce Ta and enhance RH within the measurement uncertainties. Since
radiosonde data are known to have pronounced dry biases in upper tropospheric conditions, a 10% increase
in RH from uncorrected radiosonde data is a conservative estimate. We further check whether the predicted
solar optical depth of the observed contrail is large enough to explain its visibility. The optical depth should
perhaps have been about 0.02 (a lower limit value for a distant observer) for this contrail. However, the exact
optical depth threshold in this case is not known, since we can judge the visibility only by means of a pho-
tograph that was taken very closely behind the source aircraft. Therefore, OD thresholds applicable to this
observation are probably smaller than 0.02.
Model results for this case are presented in Table 2 (cases Ai–Aiv), illustrating the sensitivity in contrail proper-
ties close to the formation threshold. As expected, a highly variable fraction, 16–93%of emitted soot particles,
water-activates and freezes. Allni valuesmeet thevisibility constraint,ni > 10
4 cm−3, inferredpreviously for the
sameobservation (section2.1). The computed timesof contrail particle formation,≈ 0.3 s, agree verywellwith
the visual observation. The calculated (lower limit) optical depths, 0.007–0.014, might well suﬃce to explain
contrail visibility. Given the uncertainties in calculating the total extinction (section 4.2.3), we do not explore
the remaining discrepancy further but note that doubling ks brings the estimatedODvalues into closer agree-
ment without deteriorating the overall agreement. Although it is very likely that water supersaturation did
occur in this case perhaps to a degree covered by cases Aiii and Aiv, it is possible that detailed simulations of
the jet plume turbulence and dynamics might reveal even more favorable conditions for droplet activation
and growth than estimated here.
The ATTAS performed several other contrail ﬂights. One measurement was carried out at P = 287.4 hPa,
Ta = 220.7 K, and RH = 45% [Petzold et al., 1997], producing contrails well below the formation threshold, so
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that validation in this case is not hampered by the inherent uncertainty underlying cases Ai–Aiv. Ice particle
numbers have been measured with an optical spectrometer probe and sizes have been determined using
Mie theory. In the absence of more detailed information, we use the same aircraft/fuel/engine parameters for
this case as well. Our model results are summarized in Table 2 (case Av). In addition, at t = 1 s, we compute
ni = 9.4 × 104 cm−3 and ri = 0.4 μm. At plumes ages < 2 s, about 750–1000cm−3 contrail ice particles have
been measured across the young jet plume, with mean radii ≈ 0.45–1.35 μm.
Mean ice particle sizes from themodel for the below-threshold case Av are at the low end ofmeasured values
and measured total numbers are substantially lower than predicted. This may be caused by missing coinci-
dence corrections to the raw optical particle counter data. It is well known that cloud droplet probes and
aerosol particle spectrometers can be subject to large, systematic coincidence errors [Lance, 2012]. Those
measurement artifacts are instrument speciﬁc and can lead to very signiﬁcant (at least fourfold) particle
undercounting and oversizing (threefold to ﬁvefold) biases.
It is not possible to determine in retrospect associated correction factors for the ATTAS case Av, some ofwhich
are presumably very substantial (A. Petzold, personal communication, 2014). There is no reason to expect new
ice particle formation in the late jet or early vortex regime. Our bulk dilution model predicts a factor of about
5 decrease of ni between plume ages 2s and 10s. The fact that ni values measured at a plume age of 10s are
higher than thosemeasuredbelow2s [Petzold et al., 1997, Table 5] thus lends support to the hypothesis of par-
ticle counting and sizing errors and demonstrates how challenging particle measurements in fresh contrails
and comparisons with models are.
5.2. Discussion
We deﬁne a baseline case representing typical parameters of a large airliner cruising close to the extratropi-
cal tropopause in contrail-supporting (ice-supersaturated) atmospheric conditions. With this information, we
analyze general features of the model solution and discuss the behavior of several contrail variables over a
wide range of EIs and Ta values. We recall that this discussion applies only to (desulfurized) fuel in which ultra-
ﬁne volatile plume particles do not grow to sizes large enough to become activated into water droplets in
below-threshold contrails at strongly reduced soot emissions in the presence of entrained ambient particles
acting as condensation sinks.
For the soot-rich baseline contrail (case B in Table 2), we specify T0 = 600 K,0 = 60, 𝜏m = 10 ms, d0 = 2 m,
ks = 0.005, 𝜎s = 1.6, ka = 0.5, 𝜎a = 2.2, rs = 12.5 nm, ra = 15 nm, EIs = 5 × 1014 (kg-fuel)−1, na = 600 cm−3
(𝜉 ≃ 150), and G = 1.64 PaK−1. In an ice-saturated atmosphere at P = 250 hPa and Ta = 220 K, this leads to a
peak water saturation ratio in the plume without condensation of S∧ = 1.45 at T∧ = 227.4 K, ﬁrst occurrence
of water condensation at T× = 238.8 K, and an approximate threshold temperature Θ ≃ 224.6 K. In case B,
OD is much larger due mainly to a much larger jet engine diameter.
We have carried out a number of sensitivity studies for case B not included in Table 2. Decreasing the plume
temperature at the engine exit (T0) from 600K to 500K increases ni by ≈ 3 %, while doubling the jet mixing
time scale (𝜏m) increases ni more substantially (by≈ 65 %). Increasing the plumemixing factor (𝛽) from 0.9 to
1.5 results in a dramatic decrease in ni by more than a factor of 10, but values of 𝛽 as high as 1.5 might not
be realistic. Doubling0 reduces ni by ≈ 50%. While those changes likely indicate correct tendencies, the
estimated ni changes are probably within the uncertainty of our idealized approach and are therefore not dis-
cussed any further. Changes in parametersmodifying themixing line slope (G), includingw ,Q, and 𝜂, aﬀect
the formation threshold temperature as well as the peak value and production rate of supersaturation and
may induce larger variations in contrail properties. We suggest to conduct systematic studies of their impact
on ni in future work and continue by exploring the general dependencies of important contrail variables at
the time of activation-relaxation on particle emissions and on the state of the atmosphere.
Figure 11 presents our results for case B as a function of assumed soot particle number emission indices
for diﬀerent atmospheric temperatures. Clearly, EIs is a key controlling factor of contrail particle forma-
tion, with apparent ice particle emission indices, AEIi (Figure 11a), generally increasing with increasing EIs
with variable slopes. In the soot-rich regime, AEIi ≈ EIs; for ﬁxed EIs, AEIi increases rapidly with decreasing
Ta in near-threshold contrails (dotted, dashed), while staying almost constant with decreasing Ta in
below-threshold contrails (solid, dash-dotted). This is caused by the threshold behavior of plumeparticle acti-
vation (Figure 11b). In the soot-poor regime, AEIi is limited by atmospheric particles and varies only slightly,
because activation at various Ta occurs at diﬀerent plumeages t∘ (Figure 11c) atwhichpoint diﬀerent amounts
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Figure 11. Model results versus soot number emission index for diﬀerent atmospheric temperatures (diﬀerence
between ambient temperature and formation temperature threshold) corresponding two near-threshold cases (dotted,
dashed) and two below-threshold cases (solid, dash-dotted). Shown are results for the base case: (a) apparent ice
particle number emission index, (b) fraction of water-activated and therefore frozen plume particles, and (c) time at
activation-relaxation, and at the time of activation-relaxation: (d) total ice particle number concentration, (e) mean ice
particle radius, and (f ) shortwave optical depth.
of ambient particles have been entrained into the plume. The frozen plume particle fraction,Φ, remains small
(< 0.1) close to the threshold in soot-rich fuel, as only very few soot particles can be activated into freezing
water droplets at low supersaturations;Φ increases toward 0.8–0.9 in the soot-poor case, as the fully soluble
atmospheric aerosolswhich takeover thedominantpart as contrail nuclei aremoreeasily activated. If contrails
formmore than a few degrees of kelvin below the threshold,Φ → 1 in all cases. Activation-relaxation is com-
pleted earlier, i.e., at smaller values t∘ (Figure 11c), the higher EIs, sincemore droplets form at the same plume
supersaturation. Contrail particle formation occurs in soot-rich cases typically at 0.2–0.4s, but considerably
later in near-threshold contrails (0.6–0.9s).
Figure 11 shows (d) ni , (e) ri, and (f ) OD, taken at t = t∘. We recall that we do not distinguish between acti-
vated (n∘) and frozen (n⋆) droplet number at this plume age, since we expect all droplets to freeze either
around the same time or shortly thereafter. Ice particle number concentrations follow closely AEIi , but exact
values are time dependent due to plume dilution. Importantly, ice particle radii increase with decreasing EIs
and saturate at the lowest values in accordance with our analysis of droplet growth (Figure 6), revealing slow
and fast condensation regimeswith characteristic eﬀects of Ta on ri as explained below.Monodisperse optical
depths varywith EIs according to ni and ri , exhibitingMie oscillations that would be smoothed outwhen aver-
aged over an ice particle size distribution. The largest oscillation occurs when the mean ice particle diameter
equals the wavelength (0.55 μm). Furthermore, OD values happen tomaximize for soot emission levels≈1014
(kg-fuel)−1 and saturate as the exhaust becomes increasingly soot poor. Supplying very high soot emissions
(>1015 (kg-fuel)−1) cause mean radii and therefore optical depths to decrease. Finally, OD tends to increase
with decreasing Ta due mainly to increasing supersaturation and ni values.
Figure 12 shows the same contrail variables as a function of assumed atmospheric temperature, Ta, expressed
as anoﬀset to the formation threshold temperature, (Θ−Ta), for various soot emission indices in the soot-poor
(dotted), intermediate (dashed), and two soot-rich (solid, dash-dotted) regimes. The threshold behavior of
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Figure 12. Model results as in Figure 11 but versus the oﬀset between atmospheric temperature and threshold
temperature (Θ ≃ 224.3–224.7 K) for diﬀerent soot emission indices corresponding to two soot-rich cases:
𝜉 = 2000–10, 000 (dash-dotted) and 𝜉 = 100–450 (solid), one intermediate case: 𝜉 = 2–5 (dashed), and one
soot-poor case: 𝜉 ≃ 0.03 (dotted). Shown are results for the base case: (a) apparent ice particle number emission
index, (b) fraction of water-activated/frozen plume particles, and (c) time at activation-relaxation; and at the time
of activation-relaxation: (d) total ice particle number concentration, (e) mean ice particle radius, and (f ) shortwave
optical depth.
droplet formation causes AEIi and Φ to change very rapidly for (Θ − Ta) < 2 K (Figures 12a and 12b). The
exact behavior of AEIi and Φ in near-threshold contrails depends on details of the soot activation spectrum,
in particular on the choice of ks, and on the slope of the mixing line. In soot-rich conditions, AEIi → EIs as Ta
decreases,while in soot-poor conditions (blue curve) AEIi slightly decreases, since activation-relaxationoccurs
at younger plume ages with correspondingly fewer entrained ambient particles. Figure 12c shows that colder
contrails form earlier behind the source aircraft. Close to the threshold, t∘ values tend to converge toward
≈ 0.9 s, independent of EIs.
In soot-rich contrails, ni (Figure 12d) continues to increase slightly as Ta decreases, as more (smaller) soot
particles canbeactivated. Furthermore, ri (Figure 12e) ismainly determinedby thenumberof activatednuclei,
as condensation is fast. Mean ice particle sizes are larger for low soot emissions (slow condensation) due to
larger plume supersaturation. Contrail optical depths are larger in colder contrails but do not necessarily scale
in proportion to Ta. As for the variations of OD with EIs, this scaling behavior might average out once the
monodisperse OD is integrated over a distribution of ice particle sizes.
The general trends of ni with both EIs and Ta discussed here agree qualitatively with numerical results
[Kärcher andYu, 2009], indicating that we have captured the principal physical processes determining contrail
microphysical and optical properties at formation.
6. Conclusions
6.1. Summary
We have developed a minimal model to predict the formation and properties of water droplets and ice
particles in jet aircraft contrails. The model is useful for studies in which soot emissions as well as engine
parameters and ambient conditions need to be varied parametrically over a wide range of values. It provides
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the conceptual framework and theoretical basis for further studies that address, e.g., mitigation of the
contrail-induced climate impact. The model is based on the assumption that water saturation must be sur-
passed in aircraft exhaust plumes in order to produce visible contrails. The total number and mean size of
nucleated ice particles and other contrail properties are computed for conditions in the jet regime. The time
history of air parcels emanating from the center of the jet engine and the cooling rate required to generate
supersaturation over supercooled water is constrained by jet plume dynamics and thermodynamics. Forma-
tion of contrail water droplets is causedby activation of, anduptake ofwater vapor on, plumeparticles serving
as condensation nuclei. The droplets subsequently freeze homogeneously with immersed soot particles act-
ing as passive cores. Freezing of water-activated plume particles tends to occur in a burst, implying that the
vast majority of those droplets eventually freeze.
The underlying concept of activation-relaxation states that droplet nuclei are activated until thewater droplet
number is large enough to drive the supersaturation in the plume toward water saturation. This often occurs
along with homogeneous droplet freezing. Eventually, freezing-relaxation drives the plume to ice saturation
on a time scale determined by the total number and size of the nucleated ice particles.
The microphysics of contrail water droplet formation bears similarities with the suite of processes leading to
the formation of natural clouds, major diﬀerences being the much more vigorous dynamical forcing in con-
trails leading to very short time scales of contrail particle formation and the ample supply of condensation
nuclei leading to very small water droplets. For current jet fuels and engine technology, emitted soot parti-
cles play a decisive role in contrail formation, since they are, on the one hand, large enough to be activated
into water droplets and, on the other hand, abundant to supersede the eﬀect of particles entrained from the
ambient air and to cause early visibility of contrails.
Variables necessary to initialize our model are the slope of the thermodynamic mixing line, air-to-fuel mass
ratio and static exhaust gas temperature at jet engine core exit, and jet plume turbulent mixing time scale.
The latter is estimated from the radius of the jet core and the corresponding axial ﬂow velocity. The slope
parameter taken from thermodynamic theory is ﬁxed by air pressure, speciﬁc heat of fuel combustion, water
vapor emission index, and overall propulsion eﬃciency. Furthermore, besides atmospheric temperature and
relative humidity, total number, median size, and geometric standard deviation of lognormally distributed
exhaust soot and atmospheric particle populations are required as input variables. Water condensation on
plume particles is modeled by virtue of an eﬀective solubility parameter depending on their actual chemical
nature and mixing state.
We have introduced a number of regime parameters useful to categorize contrail particle formation condi-
tions. For instance, for current soot-rich emission levels, water uptake on activated soot particles is fast relative
to the time available for condensation and water droplets tend to freeze into a unimodal ice particle size dis-
tribution. The exact width and shape of the size spectrum is inﬂuenced by turbulent mixing and themoisture
of the air entrained into the plume. Furthermore, we may generally distinguish between near-threshold and
below-threshold contrails, as contrails forming close to the formation threshold temperature contain much
fewer particles and are therefore optically thinner due to diminishing supersaturation inhibiting droplet and
ice particle formation.
Our study conﬁrms a signiﬁcant dependence of contrail ice particle numbers and mean size on soot num-
ber emission indices and atmospheric temperature, a general trend seen in numerical simulations. Ourmodel
allows for conditions with (strongly) reduced soot particle emissions and is therefore ready for exploratory
studies relating to eﬀects on contrail properties of altered emissions or changing atmospheric conditions.
Should the use of diﬀerent fuels or combustion techniques change the water activation properties of soot
particles, this could be taken into account by adjusting the associated solubility parameter in our model. We
have made a ﬁrst attempt to compare results with in situ observations. In view of experimental challenges
to accurately quantify ice particle numbers and sizes in young contrails, considerably more eﬀort is needed
to carry out such comparisons. Future validation of the link between aircraft emissions and contrail ice par-
ticle properties might also require sophisticated computer models and dedicated airborne measurements
of variables controlling droplet and ice formation in nascent contrails, including plume dilution factors and
size-dependent water activation spectra of precursor particles. Along with insights gained from large-eddy
simulations of turbulent jets, thismay help assess ourmodel’s performance over a greater range of conditions.
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While we consider the eﬀect of atmospheric aerosol particles on ice formation—important for strongly
reduced soot emissions—we opted to omit eﬀects of ultraﬁne volatile plume particles, since water activa-
tion of those particles likely becomes important only for essentially soot-free aviation fuel producing large
amounts of condensable material such as sulfuric acid and condensable organic vapors. For desulfurized avi-
ation fuel, growth and water activation of ultraﬁne plume particles is limited by emissions of water-soluble
organics. We suggest to characterize mass and solubility of organic emissions from alternative fuels in ﬂight.
Pure fuels with signiﬁcant reductions in soot emissions (section 6.2) cannot be routinely used in order tomeet
engine certiﬁcation requirements, but jet fuel can easily be desulfurized to minimize the impact of ultraﬁne
plume particles on contrail ice formation.
When plotted against soot number emission indices in a double-logarithmic graph, apparent ice particle
number emission indices exhibit a “hockey stick” pattern, in which the ice number is ﬂat when limited by
atmospheric particles in the soot-poor regime followed by a marked increase when the ice particle number
increases in proportion to the number of emitted soot particles as the fuel becomes soot rich. Within 1–2K
of the threshold formation temperature, ice particle numbers decline very strongly. The distinct threshold
behavior and the width of the transition zone—measured by the temperature oﬀset between the environ-
ment and the formation threshold—is aﬀected by details of the activation spectrum of plume particles and
the slope of the mixing line.
As aircraft soot emissions are engine and fuel dependent and also vary with the speed of the aircraft (hence,
with the meteorological situation), we expect initial contrail variables to vary with the meteorological situa-
tion. Also, in the absence of soot emissions, we expect a wide range of contrail properties depending on the
number of atmospheric aerosol particles. Free tropospheric aerosol number concentrations tend to be higher
in summer than in winter and vary considerably regionally depending on proximity to aerosol source regions
and processing within clouds. The fraction of water-activated and therefore frozen plume particles is close
to unity at typical temperatures prevailing at cruise altitudes (near or below 220K), but frozen fractions stay
lower closer to formation threshold temperatures (220–225K). For current soot emissions, contrails become
visible for distant observers typically at plume ages ≈ 0.3 s and contain numerous ice particles with mean
radii of several 100nm at formation. The time of formation and themean size can increase substantially when
ambient particles servemainly as droplet nuclei. In either case, mean size, water content, and optical depth of
ice particles increase very rapidly in the jet plume as they remove the high supersaturation over ice prevailing
at their formation. Contrail optical depths at formation depend strongly on atmospheric temperature and on
soot emissions.
In future work, we may capitalize on this model development by expanding our concept to cover physical
processes changing contrail ice particle properties in the vortex regime. In this regard, it would be interesting
to study how much the atmosphere must be ice supersaturated in order to stabilize fresh contrail ice parti-
cles against sublimation in sinking (warming) aircraft wake vortices. With such an extension, our model may
form the basis of a parameterization scheme for use in global models that can be employed to determine the
relative impact of atmospheric conditions and aircraft/fuel/engine-related parameters on the climate impact
of contrail cirrus.
Furthermore, using numerical models to simulate the microphysical pathway to contrail formation, links can
be studied in greater detail between plume dynamics, condensable vapors, and water condensation nuclei
activity of plume particles prior to contrail formation. We encourage comparisons of results from process
models with in situ measurements in future collaborative eﬀorts, understanding that such comparisons will
be frustrated by diﬃculties to accurately determine plume dilution factors and particle numbers due to the
large internal variability in plumeprocesses and due to instrumental limitations. Another diﬃculty arises from
the fact that our bulk model does not capture the large degree of variability in particle properties in con-
trailing jet plumes. This variability arises from diﬀerent dynamical and microphysical histories of air parcels
emanating from jet engines at diﬀerent locations and could be further explored using large-eddy simulations
of turbulent jet plumes coupled to simpliﬁed ice microphysical schemes.
6.2. Implications for Eﬀects of Alternative Aviation Fuels
The use of advanced alternative fuels in aviation oﬀers one possibility to mitigate the contrail cirrus cli-
mate impact by causing reduced soot particle emissions by number and mass. The chemical composition
of alternative aviation fuels can be signiﬁcantly diﬀerent from conventional jet fuel, containing signiﬁcantly
reduced aromatic (and therefore soot) and sulfur concentrations relative to kerosene. Blending such fuels
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with kerosene in order to meet certiﬁcation requirements leads to smaller soot reductions, so that contrail
formation likely continues to take place in the soot-rich regime. We base this conjecture on ground-based
measurements of aircraft engine emissions indicating large reductions of nonvolatile particle emissions at
engine power settings corresponding to cruise conditions when using synthetic (e.g., Fischer-Tropsch) fuels
[Beyersdorf et al., 2014]. However, extrapolation of these results to conditions at cruise is uncertain.
A recent study highlights the diﬃculty in estimating aircraft soot emission indices without guidance by
in-ﬂightmeasurements and suggests that global civil aviation sootmass emissionshavebeenunderestimated
[Stettler et al., 2013]. Due to the lack of properly evaluated mass-size relationships for aviation soot, it is not
known howmuch number emission indices are aﬀected. The strong impact of soot emissions in determining
contrail ice particle properties and the large mitigation potential underscores the need for much better pre-
dictions of soot emissions at cruise than currently available, inasmuch as there are no plans to measure soot
number emission indices from all existing aircraft engines.
It may be technically feasible to design desulfurized, essentially soot-free aviation fuels as alternatives to
kerosene, so that contrail formation would take place mainly on atmospheric particles in the intermediate or
soot-poor regime. For such fuels, it should be studied whether remaining unburnt hydrocarbons were capa-
ble of producing enough ultraﬁne volatile plume particles contributing to ice formation in low-temperature
contrails by growing chemi-ion produced particles to suﬃciently large sizes. Our model may be extended
to include these eﬀects, but detailed numerical simulations and targeted exhaust plume measurements are
necessary to better understand the underlying physical processes leading to contrail droplet activation from
nanometer-sized precursor particles.
Appendix A: Time Scale of Plume Particle Activation
The rate of droplet nuclei activation is given by
𝜏−1act =
𝜕 ln(nw)
𝜕sw
w . (A1)
The supersaturation nuclei spectrum gives the cumulative number concentration of aerosol particles acti-
vated into water droplets above a given supersaturation,
𝜕 ln(nw)
𝜕sw
=
𝜕 ln(nw)
𝜕r
dr
dsw
, (A2)
where r = ract(sw) denotes the dry radius of plume particles activating at sw .
The ﬁrst term follows from equation (22) as an integral over a single lognormal particle size distribution:
𝜑 = 1
2
[1 − erf(z)] , z =
ln(r∕r̄)√
2 ln 𝜎
. (A3)
The error function, erf(z), is approximated by tanh(2z∕
√
𝜋) leading to the cumulative fraction of
activated particles
𝜑 ≃ 1
1 + (r∕r̄)𝜁
r≫r̄
−→
( r̄
r
)𝜁
, 𝜁 = 4√
2𝜋 ln 𝜎
(A4)
(the limit is taken to represent the large-size tail of the distribution); hence, 𝜑 ∝ nw ∝ r−𝜁 :
𝜕 ln(nw)
𝜕r
= − 𝜁
r
. (A5)
The tail of a lognormal distribution has a variable slope; hence, the true slope is smaller than 𝜁 as r → r̄. The
second term in equation (A2) follows from equation (39)
dr
dsw
= −2
3
r
sw
. (A6)
Together, equations (A5) and (A6) lead to the activation spectrum, 𝜕 ln(nw)∕𝜕 ln(sw) = 2𝜁∕3, and to 𝜏act
(equation (47)). Generalization to multiple particle size modes is straightforward by using number-weighted
averages for 𝜁 and ract according to equations (49) and (50).
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Notation
AEI, EI (Apparent) number emission index.
FSC Fuel sulfur (S) content.
IWC Ice water content.
LWV Liquid water volume.
OD Shortwave optical depth.
RH, RHI Atmospheric relative humidity, over ice.
a Atmospheric conditions.
c Droplet core particles.
f Aviation jet fuel.
g Ice particle growth.
i Ice particles, ice phase.
l Plume particle type (s, a).
m Jet plume mixing.
s Aircraft soot particles.
w Water droplets, liquid water phase.
0 Jet exit plane (initial).
act, frz Plume particle activation, droplet freezing.
× Plume conditions at ﬁrst water saturation.
∘ Conditions at activation-relaxation.
⋆ Conditions at freezing-relaxation.
∧ Maximum value in plume conditions.
A Jet plume cross section.
𝛼 Mass accommodation coeﬃcient.
𝛽 Plume dilution parameter.
a1, a2 Parameters in freezing rate coeﬃcient.
b1, b2 Parameters in particle growth equation.
cp Isobaric speciﬁc heat of air.
d, d0 Jet plume (engine) diameter.
D Molecular diﬀusion coeﬃcient of water vapor in air.
 Jet plume dilution factor.
𝜖 Scaled turbulent diﬀusivity.
G Slope of average plume mixing line.
j Plume particle activation pulse.
 Flux of molecules in air.
J Homogeneous freezing rate coeﬃcient.
k Eﬀective solubility parameter.
kB Boltzmann’s constant.
𝜅 Activation- (freezing-) relaxation parameter.
𝜆 Freezing regime parameter.
 Water supersaturation loss rate.
ṁ Mass ﬂow rate.
 Mass emission index.
n, ṅ Number concentration, contrail particle formation rate.
𝜂 Overall aircraft propulsion eﬃciency.
 Mass-based plume mixing factor.
𝜔 Jet plume mixing rate.
p, P Vapor partial pressure, air pressure.
𝜑 Cumulative number fraction of water-activated plume particles.
Φ Total number fraction of water-activated (frozen) plume particles.
𝜓 Water condensation regime parameter.
 Water supersaturation production rate.
Q Speciﬁc heat of fuel combustion.
 Mie scattering coeﬃcient.
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𝜚 Particle mass density.
r Particle radius.
 Water supersaturation loss rate per droplet, = ∕nw .
s Supersaturation, s = S − 1.
S Saturation ratio.
t Jet plume age (t = 0 at jet engine exit plane).
𝜏 Characteristic timescale.
T Jet plume temperature.
Ṫ Jet plume cooling rate.
Θ (ΘG) Contrail formation threshold temperature (at RH = 100%).
u Axial jet velocity.
v Molecular thermal speed.
𝜈 Molecular volume in a particle.
x Axial distance from jet (nozzle) exit plane.
𝜉 Contrail regime parameter.
𝜁 Particle size distribution slope parameter.
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